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Abstract

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a family of manufacturing techniques

that are increasingly being used for the production of high performance or

highly customised parts. Greater adoption of AM for end-use manufacturing

is hampered by unpredictable process outcomes and limitations on both

geometry and build orientation. Powder bed fusion is currently used to

manufacture end use parts in both metal and polymer, with greater industrial

adoption expected. However, it is widely acknowledged in literature that

process control and, therefore, process monitoring, are needed to make

powder bed fusion more suitable for widespread use in manufacturing. If a

defect can be detected during the process, it can either be repaired in-situ

or process parameters can be changed to reduce the occurrence of further

defects. A record of the detected defects in a part could also contribute

to a quality certification procedure for applications with strict certification

requirements, such as aerospace part production.

In this work, point cloud data was collected to demonstrate the feasibility

of in-process fringe projection measurements of the powder bed surface of

laser sintering. Additionally, a fringe projection measurement system was

designed to obtain measurements from the powder bed of a high speed

sintering machine. Both sets of data were analysed in a similar manner to

differentiate between different types of defects and establish indicators of

normal processing conditions. However, due to the high dynamic range of

the high speed sintering powder bed, only partial comparisons of data could

be made with laser sintering.

This thesis demonstrates a novel in-process monitoring system using

fringe projection to provide near real-time feedback on the state of the

build, potentially enabling process control decisions to be made. This thesis

does not demonstrate the calculation or implementation of process control
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decisions, but does show how three dimensional measurements of the in-

process polymer powder bed can be used to provide high level information

about the progress of the build and, therefore, used as feedback for a

process control system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis investigates the potential of using 3D in-process measure-

ments of AM processes to quantify the state of the build. In this introduction

the processes studied and their main features will be introduced. Following

on, the general requirements of an in-process measurement system for

the specific processes studied will be outlined along with introductions to

relevant concepts.

1.1 Additive manufacturing

As defined by EN ISO/ASTM 52900:2017, AM is the ‘process of joining

materials to make parts from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as

opposed to subtractive manufacturing and formative manufacturing meth-

odologies’ [2]. Examples of subtractive techniques are milling and turning,

whilst formative techniques include rotational moulding and injection mould-

ing.

Subtractive techniques are mainly used at room temperature without

the need for an inert atmosphere [3], and are often used to produce close

1



tolerances and good surface finish [4]. However, depending on the part

design, significant material wastage can occur [5].

Formative techniques often rely on plastic deformation of materials which

are heated to a liquid state. Producing near net shape parts can be a

challenge for some production techniques, although parts can be machined

afterwards to achieve desired geometrical tolerances and surface finish [6].

Examples of the general advantages of AM include lightweighting, pro-

ducing complex structures with multiple functions and customising each

individual part produced. Lightweighting is the process of redesigning com-

ponents or assemblies to save weight. When AM is used for lightweighting

of aircraft components, weight savings of 50 % or more are common [7]. Re-

duced aircraft weight leads to large fuel and cost savings across the lifetime

of an aircraft, which is why AM lightweighting is widely reported for aviation

applications. The complex structures required for lightweighting can also be

optimised to produce structures that have graded properties throughout their

volume, enabling complex biomimetic structures to be produced [8]. AM

can produce individually customised components at no extra cost, making

it attractive for medical applications because every patient’s body is differ-

ent. The global manufacture of in-ear hearing aids has almost completely

transitioned to AM because of the economic benefits. Previously, hearing

aid shells were handcrafted and now AM enables mass customisation at a

lower cost than traditional techniques [9]. However, individual parts have

high costs because of minimal economies of scale and slow production [5,

10]. Also, defects can be common unless onerous and stringent limitations

of processing variables are maintained [11]. It can therefore be said that AM

‘has many more degrees of freedom than other manufacturing processes’

but ‘if a part can be fabricated economically using a conventional manufac-

turing process and can meet requirements, then it is not likely to be a good

candidate for AM’ [12]. If the quality and consistency of AM parts could be

2



improved, the industrial case for using AM for end-use components would

be much stronger.

1.1.1 The seven process categories

When discussing AM, it is useful to refer to the seven AM process cat-

egories as defined by EN ISO/ASTM 52900:2017 [2].

• Binder jetting: a ‘process in which a liquid bonding agent is selectively

deposited to join powder materials’.

• Directed energy deposition: a ‘process in which focused thermal en-

ergy is used to fuse materials by melting as they are being deposited’.

• Material extrusion: a ‘process in which material is selectively dispensed

through a nozzle or orifice’.

• Material jetting: a ‘process in which droplets of build material are

selectively deposited’.

• Powder bed fusion: a ‘process in which thermal energy selectively

fuses regions of a powder bed’.

• Sheet lamination: a ‘process in which sheets of material are bonded

to form a part’.

• Vat photopolymerization: a ‘process in which liquid photopolymer in a

vat is selectively cured by light-activated polymerization’.

Both AM techniques considered in this thesis are powder bed fusion

(PBF) processes. The two different polymer PBF processes analysed are

laser sintering (LS) and high-speed sintering (HSS).

LS, the first polymer PBF process, was developed and patented by Dr

Carl Deckard in the mid-1980s [13]. First finding use for rapid prototyping

3



[14], LS has increasingly been shown capable of end-use part manufacture

[15] and is the most widely used of the polymer PBF techniques.

LS relies on the consolidation of thin layers of polymer powder through

the application of a heat source, a laser spot scanned by galvanometers.

The laser provides just enough thermal energy to consolidate the preheated

powder bed through melting and solidification of the polymer particles. Each

new layer of powder is typically 100 µm thick, spread by either a counter

rotating roller or a blade [16]. The part is built up layer by layer and over many

hundreds or thousands of layers the part is completed. Post processing

consists of removing the part cake (the parts and the surrounding powder

bed) and cleaning powder from the surfaces of the parts. A diagram of a

typical LS system can be seen in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Schematic of a generic LS process. A counter-rotating roller is
shown for the powder spreading system, but blade based systems are also
used. Reproduced with permission from [17].

In the course of part production, thermal stresses can build up and cause
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warping and potentially cause build failures [18]. Their magnitude is reduced

by pre-heating the powder bed close to the polymer’s melting point but there

are still some geometries that cause significant warping, such as geometries

with large contiguous cross sectional areas [16]. Even if the part is produced

without visible issues, there are other types of defects that could be present

inside the finished part [19].

In addition to the generic AM advantages such as short lead times and

economical suitability for small runs of production, LS requires no support

material when building parts. Support material is needed in processes such

as material extrusion and metal PBF, to prevent build failure when unsup-

ported overhangs are deposited or consolidated. In metal PBF, supports

are also used to reduce warping caused by residual stresses. The uncon-

solidated powder bed in LS supports overhanging regions that have been

consolidated, increasing the range of geometries that can be produced with

the technique. However, process instability has a significant impact on the

economies of production [10].

HSS is a more recently developed polymer PBF process that selectively

jets a radiation absorbing ink onto the powder bed before illuminating the

whole powder bed with an infra-red lamp. Only the areas that have been

printed onto will consolidate, because the surrounding powder with no

deposited ink reflects enough thermal energy to not consolidate [1]. A

diagram of a typical HSS system can be seen in Figure 1.2.

HSS was developed specifically to improve upon the economics of series

manufacturing of parts with LS [21]. A significant portion of the production

cost of each part produced in LS is related to the purchase and maintenance

of the LS system, therefore, a consolidation method cheaper than a laser

was developed [21]. However, the potential cost reduction offered by HSS

is not only predicated on a cheaper consolidation process. The lack of a

point scanning energy source also increases the processing speed, thus
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further reducing the cost per part through reduced amortisation per part.

Jetting radiation absorbing ink, however, introduces new challenges such as

maximising the ink’s loading of the radiation absorbing material. Also, when

a drop of ink lands on the powder bed surface it will spread because of the

influence of surface tension. Therefore, the resolution of features that can

be created could be lower than suggested by the spacing of droplets on the

powder bed. HSS delivers thermal energy to the whole powder bed, instead

of just the parts as seen in LS, therefore, the powder bed gets hotter than in

LS. This increased temperature of the powder bed can lead to unwanted

consolidation of the powder surrounding the parts produced [22]. This is a

problem because of the additional post processing required for part removal,

as well as increased thermal ageing of the part-consolidated powder [23].

HP have developed a polymer PBF technique similar to HSS called multi-jet

fusion, which is commercially available and claims mechanical performance

similar to that of LS [24]. If HSS, or processes similar to HSS, can produce

cheaper parts at a greater rate, it is expected that they will become more

widely adopted by industry.

The wider use of polymer PBF for manufacturing end use parts is partly

limited by the variability of the process outcomes [25]. Reducing the fre-

quency and severity of defects will help reduce process variability. The

literature shows that in-process monitoring and control are needed to im-

prove the reliability and industrial usage of the polymer PBF process. The

task of detecting defects with in-process monitoring requires both knowledge

of the monitored process, its parameters and the selection of an appropriate

monitoring process.
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1.1.2 Improving process quality

Process control can be used to modify process inputs to stabilise and

modify the properties of created parts, improving the quality and consistency

of parts. AM process control is still in the early stages of development [25,

26], but there are many opportunities over the course of a build to observe

the consolidated surface of a layer, and therefore the process state, before it

is incorporated into the bulk of the part. There is a measurement opportunity

when the powder bed is not covered after consolidation on each layer,

before powder for the next layer is spread on top. Optical observations are

selected because their measurements are non-contact and can have a sub-

millimetre measurement pitch on the powder bed. It should be noted that

the analysis of the process monitoring of a layer needs to inform process

control decisions before the next layer is processed.

This thesis will focus on implementing and analysing data from a process

monitoring system incorporated into polymer powder bed fusion systems.

The motivation is to enable comprehensive process control by providing

insight into the process state by measuring the powder bed surface in-

process.
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of a high speed sintering process. The powder
delivery system is the same as in Figure 1.1. Reproduced from [20] under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-No-Derivs license.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Background on polymer powder bed fusion

When reviewing the literature for in-process monitoring of powder bed

fusion, there are two main areas for consideration. Firstly, an understanding

of the process dynamics and the potential defects is required, see Sec-

tions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, before interpretation of in-process monitoring data

is possible. This is because preventing future defects or repairing current

defects, with future process control, requires an understanding of the root

cause of the defects. Secondly, the method of in-process monitoring will de-

pend on the types of defects that need to be detected and the specification

of the monitoring solution will define the lateral defect detection resolution,

see Section 2.2.

The requirements on the data being produced by the in-process monitor-

ing system are put in the context of process control and, therefore, some

background on process control is provided. Finally, in Chapter 3, the gap

in the knowledge covered by this thesis will be presented along with the

remaining structure of the thesis.
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2.1.1 Processing polymers with powder bed fusion

Defects are the result of unsuccessfully processing material, which for

polymer PBF is polymer powder. Reviewing the mechanisms of successful

material processing in polymer PBF will help identify some mechanisms of

defect generation and the morphologies of defects that could be detected

by in-process monitoring. The main desirable characteristic when assessing

polymers for their suitability for polymer PBF is the ability to successfully

produce a part using a wide range of process parameters. The freedom to

choose many combinations of process parameters allows optimisation of

parameters, such as laser scan speed, or optimisation of process outcomes,

such as mechanical properties.

When optimising the process parameters, the thermal ranges the poly-

mers can be processed in are an important consideration. A technique

commonly used to quantify such thermal ranges is differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC). DSC is a thermal analysis technique where a sample

and reference are heated simultaneously and the differences between the

heatflows into the samples provide information about phase transitions and

the temperatures they occur at. A typical DSC cycle consists of heating

the samples from below the glass transition temperature to above melting

temperature, followed by cooling the samples back down to the original

starting temperature. The two phase transitions illustrated in Figure 2.1 are

fusion, when the polymer melts and the polymer chains are are free to move,

and crystallisation, where the polymer chains solidify into crystalline regions.

The energy released or absorbed in these transitions can be calculated

from the area under the DSC curves for the relevant regions, shaded in

Figure 2.1. The three main thermal processing ranges of interest are also

illustrated in Figure 2.1. The three ranges are the thermal window, the stable

sintering region and super-cooling region.
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The thermal processing window is the temperature range between the

highest and lowest possible powder bed temperatures that still produces

acceptable parts, without causing the part cake, see glossary, to consol-

idate, or the part to warp unacceptably. This range is partly affected by

inhomogeneities in the powder bed surface temperature, which can easily

reach a 5 °C variation across the powder bed [27].

The stable sintering region is defined by Vasquez et al. [28] as the

temperature range between the onset of polymer flow and the temperature

at which 1% thermal degradation occurs. Wegner et al. [29] reported that

keeping the scanned area in this stable sintering region for up to 10 s

improves density and mechanical properties. It should be noted that Wegner

et al. did not state their calibration routine for thermal measurements or

report any errors associated with their thermal measurements, which tracked

regions from spherical solid powder particles to hot polymer melt and back

to a consolidated solid polymer region with no apparent consideration of

changes in emissivity [29].

The super-cooling region is defined by Deckard as the region between the

onset of melting upon heating and the onset of recrystalisation on cooling

[13]. It is reported that keeping the powder bed temperature in the super-

cooling region allows for controlled crystalisation of the whole part when

processing is finished and the part slowly cools down relatively uniformly.

This should reduce warping due to shrinkage caused by crystallisation.

Peyre et al. refer to this region as the work temperature range [30] and Ghita

et al. refer to this region as the operating window [31]. The apparent lack of

the super-cooling region does not seem to prevent a polymer from sintering

[31], but Kruth et al. state that whilst slightly overlapping peaks of melting

and recrystallisation could be beneficial for sintering performance, peaks

that strongly overlap will prevent a polymer from being able to be processed

with polymer laser PBF [32].
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Polymers are commonly classified as either crystalline, amorphous or

semi-crystalline. A semi-crystalline polymer was chosen as the example in

Figure 2.1 because semi-crystalline polymers form the majority of polymer

PBF materials, namely polyamide 12 [16]. Semi-crystalline polymers contain

both crystalline and amorphous regions, giving them some of the properties

of both. Crystalline polymers or regions are rigid, do not elongate and shrink

significantly upon recrystallisation. Amorphous polymers or regions do not

exhibit a melting point, merely exhibiting increased melt flow beyond the

glass transition point. Therefore, considering the processing possibilities of

an amorphous polymer does not require the same scrutiny of recrystalisation

dynamics. However, when processing amorphous polymers the powder bed

cannot be kept at a temperature above which the melt flow will cause

powder flowability issues. If this happens, the powder becomes ‘sticky’

which causes problems with spreading new layers of powder. Because

of the several competing thermal considerations, experimentation in the

specific processing machine is commonly required to define the suitable

processing temperatures.
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Figure 2.1. A simplified DSC trace for a typical semi-crystalline polymer
such as polyamide 12. The low temperature boundary of the thermal window
is the temperature at which the powder bed is too cold for sintering because
all builds will fail due to curling caused by excessive differential cooling
and/or shrinkage caused by recrystallisation. Adapted from Vasquez et al.
[33]

2.1.2 Polymer consolidation dynamics

Polymer PBF is a dynamic process and simply selectively heating the

powder bed to the ranges discussed above is not enough to consolidate

a part. Successful consolidation fundamentally requires molten polymer

particles to flow into the gaps in the powder bed, so if the melt viscosity is

too low it can lead to greater rates of shrinkage and geometrically inaccurate

parts [32]. However, a higher molecular weight and, therefore, increased

melt viscosity, increases mechanical performance [34]. The compromise

between the mechanical properties of the bulk polymer and the ability to

consolidate because of a low enough viscosity led Kruth et al. [32] to suggest

laser PBF polymers have an optimum molecular weight range.

Predicting the optimal molecular weight range in advance requires a pre-

dictive model of polymer sintering. The first analytic description of particles

melting into each other was by Frenkel [35] in 1945. He considered two

circular liquid drops of equal size, touching at time t = 0. This initial situation
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is illustrated in Figure 2.2a. By conserving the total volume of the system

and considering the forces driving coalescence, Frenkel derived an equation

for the evolution over time of the angle marked θ in Figure 2.2b. It can be

seen in Figure 2.2b that as the particles coalesce the ‘neck’ between them

grows in size and θ grows too. The equation for the evolution of θ over time

is

θ2 =
3

2

σ

a0η
t (2.1)

where θ is the angle shown in Figure 2.2b, σ is the surface tension of

the liquid, a0 is the initial drop radius, η is the liquid’s viscosity and t is

the time since the onset of sintering. Transforming equation (2.1) into a

more convenient form requires using the small angle approximation to state

sin(θ) = y
a
≈ θ and, therefore,

y

a
=

√
3

2

σ

aη
t (2.2)

where y is the sintering neck’s width, see Figure 2.2b.

The small angle cosine approximation is used twice in the main deriva-

tion of the Frenkel equation, so care must be taken for angles greater than

approximately 40°. This is a consequence of the small angle sine approx-

imation having a 10 % error at this angle, whilst the cosine approximation

error has a relative error of about 2 % for that size of angle.

With equation (2.1) in the commonly quoted form of equation (2.2), the

evolution of y/a with respect to time can be plotted to investigate the ef-

fects of surface tension and viscosity. In 1949, in the discussion section of

Shaler’s written notes of a seminar on sintering, Eshelby proposed a more

rigorous derivation which improved on Frenkel’s derivation by conserving

the condition of incompressibility of the fluid [36]. This leads to an equation

very similar to equation (2.2)
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Figure 2.2. The two main stages of Frenkel-Eshelby sintering. The point
of contact between the two droplets is a sharp bend and the radius of the
spheres, a, increases as coalescence progresses.
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a
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√
σ

aη
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It should be stated that equation (2.1) was only ever conceived as being

valid for the first stage of sintering, ending at the point shown in Figure 2.2b,

because pore closing dynamics are the dominant regime once the pores

become disconnected. Frenkel states that disconnection of pores happens

at the end of the first stage [35].

Models more complex than Frenkel’s have been proposed that closely

predict the two-particle coalescence; notable examples are Bellehumeur

et al. [37]; Pokluda et al. [38] and Balemans et al. [39]. There is only one

reported set of measurements of the actual rate of sintering with near in-

process conditions, see [40]. Steinberger et al. used a laser beam with an

angle of incidence of 76.5° and exposure times of approximately 300 ms

to study the rate of consolidation of the polymer powder bed [40]. It is

unclear how comparable the results are for conditions in the polymer powder

bed in modern commercial systems as in-process measurements of drop

due to consolidation have not been reported. Despite the progress made

since Frenkel’s seminal work, and Eshelby’s correction, it is common for

experimental polymer PBF literature to use the Frenkel-Eshelby model when

discussing consolidation times or comparing hot-stage melting experiments

to theory. This is probably because the Frenkel-Eshelby model is simple
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to state and easy to manipulate. For example, to find an estimate for the

consolidation times Peyre et al. set y/a = 1 in equation (2.3), but referred to

it as the Frenkel model, yielding

tC =
aη

σ
(2.4)

where tC is the time for full consolidation [30]. These estimates are likely to

be inaccurate because of the several small angle approximations used, but

there is no mention of this caveat in Peyre et al. In contrast to Peyre et al.,

it is stated in Shi et al. [18] that full sintering occurs when y/a = 0.5, but it

is unclear what the evidence for this statement is. Haworth et al. [41] use

the Frenkel-Eshelby model to simply demonstrate the large effect that the

polymer melt viscosity has on the rate of sintering, by plotting the evolution of

y/a. A further explanation for continued use of the Frenkel-Eschelby model

is that the temperature profile in polymer PBF is not isothermal (a general

assumption of many analytic models), so using fixed values for the polymer

melt’s surface tension and viscosity may well cause as many inaccuracies

in these analytic models as the small angle approximations.

Therefore, the Frenkel-Eschelby model appears to give an acceptable

approximation of the timescales required to sinter a polymer, which helps to

inform polymer grade selection. It is clear from the approximate timescales

quoted in the literature, and the limited experimental data, that full consolid-

ation in polymer powder bed fusion happens over the course of at least 1 s

[41], many orders of magnitude longer than the laser-polymer interaction

time of at least 10 µs [18]. Steinberger et al. used laser interaction times

of 300 ms and 400 ms in their experiments, but this does not appear to be

representative of modern systems.
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2.1.3 The categories of defects in polymer powder bed

fusion

In this thesis, the term defect refers to a non-designed feature or im-

perfection in the built material. Defects have the potential to exist in any

manufactured part, but the quantity and impact of defects in polymer laser

PBF parts makes defect detection and prevention an important part of the

processes. For a detailed overview of typical classes of metal powder bed

fusion defects and the literature on measuring them in-process see Grasso

and Colosimo [25], Everton et al. [26] and Spears and Gold [42]. When

discussing defects and their detection, quantitative metrics are useful. A

quantitative methodology for quantifying the capabilities of defect detection

is outlined in Hirsch et al. [43]. Their suggested comparison metrics are

based on the time penalty of capturing in-process measurements and the

defect detection spatial resolution of the measurement process.

Porosity

Control over the porosity of polymer PBF parts is critical for manufacturing

reliable components for end use with good mechanical properties [44].

Porosity consists of voids in the bulk consolidated material of the part, which

can have more than one cause. However, the most likely causes of porosity

in polymer PBF are insufficient fusion for full consolidation, thermally aged

powder with too high melt viscosity, or gas trapped in the polymer melt [45].

See Figure 2.3 for an example of pores in a polymer PBF part. Porosity can

dominate the mechanical properties of the bulk consolidated material [44],

but there is no consensus on the formation and location of pores. Stichel

et al. [45] stated that whilst co-planar pores were present in almost all

samples tested, the pores did not form at layer boundaries. Pavan et al. [46]

reported porosity periodicity in the build direction as having characteristic
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length scales of one or two layers, but they did not explicitly state if the pores

measured were concentrated at layer boundaries. They did suggest pores

would be located on layer boundaries, but that was based on simulation

results that show a clear thermal gradient, with the bottom of each layer

being cooler than the top [47]. The pore formation mechanism suggested in

Stichel et al. is bubbles rising through the polymer melt being pinned in place

by the non-molten cores of some particles. Non-molten cores were observed

to have co-planar alignment, which would explain the spatial periodicity of

pores that are not concentrated at layer boundaries.

Figure 2.3. Porosity, dark regions, in a polymer laser PBF part as measured
by XCT. The high porosity is due to the excessive laser power used for the
build.

Degree of particle melt

The extent of non-molten particle cores in a processed part is known

as the degree of particle melt [20]. It has been shown to correlate with

ultimate tensile strength and elongation at break [20], and can be measured

with DSC of a sample of the produced part to measure the relative size

of melting peaks. Degree of particle melt can also be seen in microtomed

samples [45], by looking for cores of polymer that do not exhibit the spherulite

crystal structure. However, degree of particle melt is not a defect detectable

by in-process monitoring of the powder bed unless a surface penetrative

technique is used that can detect the change in crystal structure. Indirect
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measurements of the amount of consolidation are unlikely to be successful

since Stichel et al. [45] reported no clear correlation between non-molten

cores and porosity and, therefore, density.

Lack-of-fusion

Non-molten cores are not the only possible defects caused by imperfect

consolidation of the powder bed. Lack-of-fusion defects can also be caused

by poorly optimised laser scan paths, where a curved scan path intersects

with a region of hatched paths for scanning the bulk of the part [48]. A

diagram of necklacing along with examples from a part can be seen in

Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. (a) Diagram of how necklacing can arise through errors in
path overlap (b) necklacing observed in an X-ray computed tomography
(XCT) scan of a part produced at 70 % of the recommended power (c)
optical micrograph of necklacing errors in a part built with recommended
parameters. Figure reproduced with permission from Foster et al. [48].

Surface texture

Final part surface texture can impact the end user’s perception of an AM

part [49]. In polymer PBF, using a high percentage of recycled powder can

lead to increased surface roughness in a phenomenon known as ‘orange

peel’ [23]. The recycled powder has an increased melt viscosity because

of polymer degradation caused by thermal ageing by being in the powder

bed during processing [50], notably hydrogen bonding cross-linking causing
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chain growth [32, 51, 52]. Increased melt viscosity means the rate of con-

solidation reduces, following the Frenkel-Eshelby model of equation (2.3).

Some post-process measurements of surface texture have been briefly

compared on laser sintered parts [53]. Whilst surface texture measurements

have been demonstrated using techniques which could be implemented

in-process, [54–56], they have not been demonstrated in-process. As excess

particles stick to the outside of the consolidated part during processing, it is

expected that in-process surface texture of the consolidated region will be

less than that measured post-process [55].

Warping

The high thermal gradients possible in polymer PBF can lead to warping,

resulting in build failures due to the recoater mechanism interacting with

the sintered part. Figure 2.5 shows a successfully built but warped polymer

PBF part. Three factors contributing to warping have been identified in the

literature: densification, shrinkage upon cooling and and thermal differentials

causing differential stress [57, 58]. Mitigation strategies for warping include

increased powder bed temperatures, part re-orientation and multiple low-

power laser scans [59]. Whilst increased powder bed temperatures can

reduce warping, they can also degrade the polymer in the powder bed and

limit powder recycling possibilities [16].

Figure 2.5. A warped HSS part produced in a thermoplastic elastomer. The
part is 3.2 mm thick.
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In-plane distortions

Geometric deviations from specifications in polymer PBF can be difficult

to predict, and most approaches to counteract this involve the optimisation

with design of experiments [60] or Taguchi methods [61], discussed further

in Section 2.1.6. In this work, geometric distortions are separated from

warping because the out-of-plane distortions of warping require different

detection mechanisms (e.g. depth sensing measurements) to the in-plane

distortions of geometric deviations (e.g. 2D imaging of the powder bed). Also,

warping can cause a build failure which potentially damages all parts in a

build, whereas geometric deviations are likely to only affect the acceptability

of the individual part involved.

Quantifying the fidelity of geometric replication is commonly measured

with a artefact consisting of multiple categories of features at different sizes

and suitable for measurement with a high accuracy measurement technique

such as a CMM [62]. The successful reproduction of features informs design

guidelines for specific material-machine combinations [63]. Part orientation

and process parameters are the main variables responsible for geometric

deviations, but design choices such as machining post-process can mitigate

their effect. It should be noted that commercial software for predicting part

distortions before building are available, but currently only for metal PBF

systems [64–66].

Powder flow

Successful processing requires each new layer of powder to be both thin

enough and evenly spread, so the powder flow is important [16]. Poor powder

flow results in an uneven surface and is likely to prevent the beginning of

the build, as well as being detrimental to mechanical properties of produced
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parts due to the reduced powder bed density. Therefore, whilst not a defect,

poor powder spreading can have a negative impact on the PBF process.

There is some limited quantitative evidence to show that powder flowabil-

ity of a pure polymer will decrease when the chamber temperature increases

[67]. However, it is also the case that polyamides are hygroscopic to varying

extents and that an increase in chamber temperature to above 100 °C can

drive off absorbed water [28], presumably improving the material flowability

since moisture can have a negative impact on powder flowability [68].

2.1.4 Polymer powder bed fusion process parameters

Whilst there are several processes under the umbrella term of polymer

PBF, LS is the most common technique in the literature and will be the

focus of literature presented. There are over 50 input process parameters

with interdependent influences on outcomes [42] but there are three main

process parameters that are commonly used to describe builds. These are

laser power, laser scan speed and laser hatch spacing. Often only laser

power and laser scan speed are varied when investigating the effects of

delivered energy on mechanical properties of produced parts [28, 69, 70].

Laser scan strategies, laser spot size, temperatures of the powder bed and

the powder bed surface, laser wavelength, and powder layer thickness are

commonly optimised for the material being used and are unlikely to change

significantly between builds if difficult to produce features such as thin walls

are not introduced or removed between builds.

Even with a suitable polymer grade designed for use in PBF it can be a

time consuming process to find the best combination of parameters for the

specific machine used. Examples of such investigations from literature rarely

sample the whole parameter space possible for building parts and often
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only investigate parameter combinations close to the optimum combination

[28, 69–71]

Measurements of parts after the process, beyond the standard tensile

test procedures [72], can be used for evaluating the success of the parts pro-

duced at specific combinations of parameters. These evaluations can then

be fed into formalised optimisation strategies such as Taguchi evaluated

with ANOVA [61, 71]. Evaluation of processing success through statistical

techniques is a well studied field of research. The evaluation often requires

post-process measurements of external features of parts to inform the

measurement of process success. External measurements of parts are

most common because internal measurements by techniques such as X-ray

computed tomography are generally slow and expensive. However, inform-

ation gained from X-ray computed tomography includes measurements of

porosity distribution in polymer PBF parts as well as a potential mechanism

for their spatial distribution [45]. One example of external measurements

post-process can be found in [53]. Launhardt et al. used both tactile and

optical surface texture measurements of a laser sintered surface, with focus

variation microscopy found to produce surface texture parameters most

comparable to tactile probing of the surface [53].

Computer simulations of the PBF process can be used to predict process

outcomes in advance, reducing the number of physical experiments and

measurements required to optimise processing parameters [47, 73]. Simula-

tions can also predict physical properties such as temperature in locations

and on timescales that are impractical to measure. However, simulations

can require large amounts of computational power and they can not predict

the outcomes of process variability. For the locations and timescales that

are accessible to measurements, in-process monitoring of PBF, covered in

section 2.2.1, can provide detailed information about the evolution of the

process.
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2.1.5 High speed sintering (HSS)

HSS was patented in 2004 and first described by Hopkinson and Erasenthiran

[21]. The process combines some of the features of binder jetting with the

thermal consolidation of PBF. The motivation for the development of HSS

was to find a polymer PBF process that could produce parts faster using less

expensive equipment than laser PBF. By removing a laser and galvanometer

scanning system, HSS improves the economics of producing large runs of

AM polymer parts. Instead of the scanning laser spot in laser PBF, HSS

selectively jets a radiation absorbing ink onto the powder bed. The whole

powder bed is then irradiated with an infrared lamp, but only the regions of

powder with the ink will absorb enough thermal energy to melt and consolid-

ate. Multijet fusion is a similar process that has been commercialised by HP

and introduces a detailing agent that is jetted around the border of the part

to inhibit oversintering of the consolidated region [74].

From a polymer processing perspective, the main difference between

HSS and LS is the linear heating provided by the consolidation lamp. This

eliminates hatch strategy considerations and potentially reduces thermal

stresses by heating more of the consolidated region at the same time. The

extended, roughly 1 s, heating time of the consolidated region appears to

improve mechanical properties [75]. Any issues with jetting of the radiation

absorbing ink can be categorised as a lack-of-fusion defect, even if the

source is dissimilar to lack-of-fusion defects in polymer laser PBF. Apart

from the consolidated region being dark, which might cause problems for

optical measurements, HSS is expected to be as equally amenable to in-

process monitoring as polymer laser PBF. It is also expected that indications

of process state in polymer laser PBF will also be present in HSS. This is

because the powder beds are very similar between both processes, as are

the consolidation dynamics. Despite the similarities of the process powder

beds, in-process monitoring of HSS has not been reported in the literature.
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This is probably because of the historical lack of commercial HSS systems.

2.1.6 Process mapping

In-process measurements of a polymer PBF powder bed need to be

made in the context of determining the appropriate process parameters

and evaluating process outcomes. Increasing understanding of the impacts

that process inputs (for example temperature or processing time) have on

process outputs (for example mechanical strength or geometric accuracy) is

a common goal when optimising an industrial process. This type of analysis

can also provide academic insight into the dominant mechanisms underlying

the process. A process map is one way to visualise the information gathered

about a process’s response to inputs [76, 77].

A process map is defined as a record of the combination of input para-

meters and outputs with the goal of detecting which ones lead to specific

process outcomes such as a successful build or a build failure due to curl-

ing. Within the region of successful processing, quality envelopes can be

defined by contours of constant part quality [78]. Other visualisations similar

to process maps include process diagrams [79], processing window [80]

or simply the variation of a process output with the variation of single or

multiple input parameters [28, 80].

However the data is recorded and visualised, an efficient input parameter

selection protocol is required to reduce the number of experiments needed

to obtain a clear understanding of the process as it is impractical to record all

combinations of inputs. To this end, efficient sampling and analysis of input

parameter selection is a well studied problem and the most common solu-

tions in literature include Taguchi methods, response surfaces and analysis

of variation (commonly known as ANOVA) [81–83]. It is possible to combine

Taguchi methods, response surfaces and ANOVA to gain maximum insight
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into optimal processing conditions and the interdependence of parameters.

Whilst all the discussed process mapping literature evaluated the process

outcomes, the same analysis techniques could be applied in-process to

measurements of the process state.

Another application of process mapping is to investigate the variability of

outcomes even when nominal processing conditions remain constant. Some

potential sources of such variability are powder bed surface inhomogeneities,

laser variation and temperature variation across the build volume. Powder

bed surface inhomogeneities can arise from poor powder flowability during

spreading [16] and laser absorption variations of approximately 10 % have

been simulated for realistic metal PBF scenarios, with correctly spread

powder [84]. Modulation of laser output power is accounted for in some

commercial metal PBF systems [85]. Variation of temperature across the

powder bed is a widely reported issue in polymer PBF [16] and can lead to

improper consolidation because the amount of energy required for correct

consolidation is dependant on the initial temperature of the polymer before

processing. Whilst process mapping provides an estimate of variability, only

in-process monitoring can account for it during the process.

A disadvantage of almost all of the formalised ‘design of experiments’

methodologies is the focus on rectangular regions of the process map. That

is to say a process parameter range is chosen and all combinations of

these parameters could be tested, depending on the completeness of the

sampling. This can cause problems when the extremes of two or more

parameter ranges enter into a process map region associated with process

failure. If build failures are to be avoided, the parameter ranges and the

coverage of the process map must be limited.

Process mapping literature for polymer PBF is common, but each report

generally focuses on a relatively novel polymer. Therefore, the number and

breadth of comparable process maps of the commonly processed nylon
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polymer for polymer PBF is small given the wide usage, and it is desirable to

collect mechanical property and build outcome information across as broad

a range of parameters as possible.

In the literature, it is common to vary both laser power and laser speed

together to obtain a broad range of delivered energy densities [28, 69, 70].

Energy density, also known as the Andrew number, is a frequently used

measure of delivered energy in PBF [86, 87]. Despite being a common metric

to compare different process parameter combinations, there are various

issues with energy density as a normalising value. Firstly, the areal energy

density parameter is generally used since layer height is commonly kept

constant in experiments, but varying layer height will invalidate comparisons

based on areal energy density. Dividing the areal energy density by the

layer height gives the volume energy density, the measure of delivered

laser irradiation per unit volume. Using the volume energy density corrects

for layer height variation, but it still does not address fundamental issues

with the complexities of the process, such as varying thermal properties

between materials, that are ignored when only the laser energy input is

considered. Energy density proves a popular normalising value because

collapsing two-dimensional parameter variations into a single value creates

clearer graphs. However, two sets of process parameters with equal energy

density can lead to two different processing outcomes. Additionally, different

materials cannot be easily compared due to the variations in required energy

delivery to melt the powder bed. The inability to make simple comparisons

across materials reduces the utility of previous material studies for new

materials. It is also worth noting that processing with multiple laser passes

cannot be completely captured with energy density because heat loss is

not taken into account. This shows that energy density is an incomplete

reduction of the energy delivery process into a single value [86]. Hann

et al. [88] proposed normalising with respect to enthalpy and melt pool
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depth for laser welding. The utility of their approach has been validated

for experimental and simulated laser melting data [89]. However, if only

scan speed, laser power and hatch spacing are varied, energy density can

be useful as a normalised value with which to compare properties across

various builds. These energy density comparisons allow a wide range of

process parameters to be considered when optimising builds.

2.2 In-process monitoring

In-process monitoring is essential for any manufacturing process with

the importance increasing for processes with narrow operating parameter

ranges [90]. With a firm understanding of process dynamics, in-process

monitoring coupled with in-process control can apply the information ac-

quired by full process mapping in real time to improve part quality and

account for process variability. Closed-loop control is using the process

state data from in-process monitoring to control the process parameters and

therefore improve the process. If the parameter modification happens during

the process, it is in-process control, which is discussed in Section 2.4.

Process monitoring is defined by Stavropoulos et al. as ‘the manipulation

of sensor measurements (e.g. force, vision, temperature) in determining the

state of the process’ [91]. It is vital that in-process monitoring should provide

at least the same quality of information as an experienced user observing

a process. This critical quality requirement allows for more effective use of

operator time, and reduces processing costs. Once the state of a process

is known, manual or automatic modifications of process parameters can

be made through process control if needed, see Section 2.4. Machining

is an example of a manufacturing technique where mature applications of

process monitoring can be found [91–93].
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It is desirable for process monitoring not to interrupt the manufactur-

ing process as any reduction in productivity could counteract the benefits

of monitoring. Therefore, the speed of data acquisition is another critical

requirement of in-process monitoring. The speed, sensing area, sensing

mode, precision and environmental requirements are very important when

considering which monitoring techniques to use. For polymer PBF, the sens-

ing needs to be non-contact because the environment is hot and dusty, the

region of interest needs to be at least 100mm× 100mm× 1mm, to cover a

significant fraction of a standard polymer PBF print bed surface [16], and the

standard deviation of height variations expected of the measured surfaces

is approximately 60 µm [94].

2.2.1 In-process monitoring in polymer PBF

The in-process monitoring of metal PBF is widely reported in literature

and methods of both process monitoring and process control can be applied

to polymer PBF. Therefore, metal PBF literature is included in this review of

the state of the art literature for in-process monitoring and control.

In-process monitoring techniques can be separated into two broad cat-

egories, Lagrangian and Eulerian [42]. The terms originate from fluid dy-

namics, and in this context they refer to the reference frame used to monitor

the powder bed. The Lagrangian monitoring approach uses a frame of

reference that moves with the heat source since that is the region where

processing of the powder bed occurs. This is analogous to the laser spot

on the powder bed being a fluid parcel travelling through the space and

time. This makes the monitoring of the powder bed the Eulerian approach.

Lagrangian data collection requires a very high acquisition rate to scan

across the whole powder bed, in the order of metres per second, before

a new powder layer is spread. The complexities of scanning the field of
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view across the powder bed can be partially avoiding by integrating sensing

into the optical path of the laser scanning system used for powder fusion.

This also ensures the data is always obtained synchronously with the move-

ment of the heat affected zone (HAZ) across the powder bed. However,

the information is only ever obtained with the HAZ, so defects that develop

after the HAZ has passed will not be detected. The Eulerian monitoring

approach uses a frame of reference fixed to the machine that often covers

the whole powder bed, though some sensors, such as pyrometers, only

observe a small portion of the powder bed. Eulerian monitoring is ideally

suited to observing defects across the whole powder bed, including thermal

inhomogeneity and defects in the surface of the powder bed. However, there

are optical challenges in measuring a whole build area (typically about

300 mm on each side) to a suitably high resolution, with particle-level lateral

resolution requiring a pixel pitch of 50 µm or less on the powder bed. For the

recently described technique of projection sintering [95], the two monitoring

approaches are identical, since the heat source is stationary and the whole

layer is consolidated at once.

No single process monitoring technique can provide perfect information

about the state of the PBF process. However, the two main categories of Eu-

lerian and Lagrangian monitoring provide a useful framework for discussing

the different types of in-process data possible.

2.2.2 Categories of in-process data

PBF is a complex process with many in-process measurements possible.

The choice of monitored quantity determines what aspects of the process

state can be determined. For example, if the temperature of the powder

bed is measured after consolidation, warping of the part might be indirectly

inferred from significantly colder edges of the consolidated region. How-
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ever, powder spreading irregularities are unlikely to be detected. Within the

broad in-process measurement data categories of thermal, optical, acoustic

sensing, there are large differences between data collected with active or

passive emission. Table 2.1 gives some examples of active and passive

data collection in the literature.

Category of Data Passive emission Active emission

Thermal Thermal camera
taking pictures of the
powder bed [96, 97]

Flash thermography
of consolidated

regions [98]
Thermal in-line with
laser beam [99–101]

Optical (qualitative) Images of the
powder bed,

potentially with
machine learning

[67]

Dark field imaging
[102, 103]

Meltpool emissions
monitoring [104]

Optical (quantitative) Photogrammetric
reconstruction of the
powder bed surface

[105]

Fringe projection
[106]

In-line white light
interferometry [107,

108]
Acoustic Acoustic emission

monitoring [109, 110]
Laser ultrasound

[111]

Spatially resolved
acoustic

spectroscopy [112]

Table 2.1. Examples of both active and passive monitoring techniques, in
PBF, for several data collection regimes

Because of the possibilities of polymer chain degradation during PBF

processing, it is important to be aware of the effects of thermal history on

both unprocessed powder and consolidated regions. One consequence
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of thermal history is that the proportion of recycled powder used needs

careful monitoring as it can adversely affect parts produced [16, 41]. For

consolidated regions, the thermal history can predict mechanical properties

[29], demonstrating the importance of thermal monitoring in polymer PBF.

From Table 2.2, it can be seen that most of the listed defects can be

measured with geometric monitoring of the powder bed surface. Quantitative

information on the powder bed surface also allows for process signatures,

such as drop due to consolidation, to be measured. Therefore, quantitative

geometric monitoring of the powder bed surface was chosen for its wide

range of detectable defects as well as suitability for measuring drop due to

consolidation. Drop due to consolidation is an important process signature

because it is a direct measure of the degree of consolidation.

2.2.3 Non-contact form and surface texture measurements

of AM surfaces

Measurements are often categorised as form measurements or surface

texture measurements. Form measurements are of the macroscopic geomet-

ric form of a part whilst surface texture measurements are measurements of

the surface of a part, ignoring the contribution of form to the measurement.

There are numerous non-contact form and surface texture measurement

techniques that warrant consideration for geometric in-process monitor-

ing of the polymer PBF powder bed. A brief overview of such techniques

and their uses for measuring AM surfaces will be followed by a more de-

tailed introduction to the theory and literature of the chosen measurement

technique.

Notable measurement techniques used to study PBF surfaces ex-situ in-

clude XCT [45], focus variation (FV) and coherence scanning interferometry

(CSI) [113, 114]. XCT can measure both internal and external surfaces
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Defect Morphology Measurand

Porosity Pores in the bulk of
the part, likely under

the in-process surface

Drop due to
consolidation

Unmelted cores Unmelted cores of
particles in the bulk of
the part, likely under

the in-process surface

Unlikely to be
measureable

Final part roughness Surfaces of parts are
not smooth

Agglomeration of
particles on the edges

of consolidated
regions

Solidified polymer
melt surface is rough
in-process due to high

over recycling of
powder

Geometric deviation Part is distorted from
nominal in the x-y

plane

Agglomeration of
particles on the edges

of consolidated
regions

Warping Consolidated region
protrudes above the

powder bed

Height of regions that
are expected to be

consolidated

Local overheating Consolidated region
has areas of

significantly higher
temperatures

Spatial distribution of
surface temperature
of the powder bed

Powder spreading
irregularities

Powder bed surface
has streaks left by

recoater

Height variations
across the powder

bed

Table 2.2. Proposed methods of detecting defects using powder bed surface
geometry data. Defect categorisation is taken from section 2.1.3
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[115, 116]. This unique capability makes the technique desireable for post-

process measurements of complex parts produced by AM, despite the slow

and expensive nature of XCT measurements [117]. However, it would not

be feasible to incorporate an in-process monitoring X-ray CT based imaging

system similar to the synchrotron and laser powered systems reported in

literature [118, 119], mainly for reasons of geometrical constraints and the

complexity of measuring from sufficient viewpoints for three dimensional

reconstruction. FV measurements of AM surfaces have also been investig-

ated, with a detailed study of the effect that acquisition settings have on the

measured surface [120]. As well as being rough like polymer parts, metal

AM parts have varying surface reflectivity which can complicate measure-

ments. Though historically not suited for measuring surfaces such as metal

AM parts, CSI has been shown capable of high quality surface measure-

ments when techniques such as oversampling are used [121]. The optical

measurements mentioned share short working distances and small fields

of view similar to that of an optical microscope. Therefore, whilst these

techniques are capable of post-process measurements, they are not suit-

able for in-process monitoring because of the requirements for high speed

measurement and not blocking the optical access to the powder bed.

2.2.4 Commercially available in-process monitoring

Before discussing the many possible ways of monitoring the polymer

powder bed, it is useful to briefly mention the commercially available in-

process monitoring solutions for PBF. Table 2.3 shows an overview of the

currently available in-process monitoring in industrial systems. For clarity,

systems which monitor the environmental parameters (chamber temperat-

ure, powder bed surface temperature, oxygen content, etc.) have been ex-

cluded. Also excluded were systems that provide a live view of the machine
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powder bed for qualitative monitoring purposes without any quantitative

information.
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Company Product name Monitoring technique Notes

Addup N/A Likely laser power monitoring, a

camera and gas sensors

Monitoring of ’lasing, layering, inerting’

Arcam (GE) LayerQam™ High res camera Tracks porosity

xQam X-ray detection For autocalibrating electron beam

Stratonics

(3rd party)

ThermaViz Melt Pool

Sensor

2 wavelength high speed CMOS

camera

Co-axial or stationary, 1000 °C to 2500 °C

ThermaViz Global Heat

Flow Sensor

Thermal camera 1000 °C to 2500 °C (lower resolution than

meltpool camera)

Trumpf TruPrint Powder Bed

Monitoring

Dark field imaging

Table continued
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Company Product name Monitoring technique Notes

Truprint Melt Pool

Monitoring

Presumed coaxial photodiode

3D Systems DMP Vision 2D camera Information is provided to the user, no automatic

decisions are made

DMP Meltpool Presumed coaxial photodiode Information is provided to the user, no automatic

decisions are made

Renishaw LaserVIEW Coaxial photodiode

MeltVIEW 2 coaxial photodiodes NIR and IR wavelengths

SLM

Solutions

Melt Pool Monitoring 2 coaxial photodiodes Different wavelengths, possibly same ranges as

Renishaw?

Table continued
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Company Product name Monitoring technique Notes

EOS EOSTATE Exposure OT sCMOS NIR or IR (unclear) Heat distribution of processed layers can

apparently be measured

EOSTATE Meltpool Coaxial and non-coaxial

(photodiode?)

EOSTATE Powder bed User decision on quality of powder spreading.

Available for some polymer systems

Online Laser Power

Control

Presumed coaxial photodiode Available for some polymer systems

Concept

Laser (GE)

QM Meltpool 3D Coaxial photodiode and camera

Table continued
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Company Product name Monitoring technique Notes

QM Coating Dark field imaging Automated decision if recoating is required

QM Fibre Power Coaxial photodiode Monitors output of the laser

QM Cusing Power Laser powder sensor at powder bed Separate manual calibration equipment for

measuring delivered laser intensity at the powder

bed

Sigma Labs

(3rd party)

PrintRite3D

SENSORPAK®

Multiple coaxial sensors Mention of spectral monitoring of the melt pool

and relative but not absolute melt pool

temperatures. Also provides in-process

monitoring for Additive Industries systems

Table 2.3. Commercially available in-process monitoring solutions. In-process monitoring products are not always available across all of
a company’s machines. Unless specified, all systems are metal PBF.
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EOS appears to be the only manufacturer offering some advanced in-

process monitoring in polymer PBF, but even with the greater variety of

implemented in-process monitoring techniques for metal PBF, there are still

gaps in capabilities. The powder bed monitoring is limited to dark field ima-

ging with only two companies seeming to trust the powder bed monitoring

system to trigger recoating strategies when issues are detected. There is

significant room for improvement in industrial in-process monitoring and

in-process control as shown by the almost complete lack of closed-loop

in-process control for systems other than the laser. Geometric powder bed

measurements would increase the range of defects detectable in-process,

as well as providing more qualitative data for the in-process control that is

expected to be implemented in industrial systems soon [25].

2.2.5 Coaxial monitoring

A laser delivers the energy to heat the powder bed in the most common

PBF techniques, for both metals and polymers. This existing optical system

provides an optical path that inherently tracks the processing region at all

times. Therefore, coaxial monitoring provides direct, high speed information

about the ongoing process of consolidation at the moment of melting. Pass-

ive observation of the meltpool via reflected light has been widely reported

for metal PBF [99–101]. The integration into the processing laser’s path

is achieved with a beamsplitter diverting some of the reflected light into

the detectors. Both individual photodiodes and arrays of photodiodes have

been used to provide information about the meltpool emissions. Arrays

also provide information on irregularities in the meltpool as well its shape.

From reports in literature, it is unclear if geometric measures of the melt

pool, such as length and width, give better information than just photodi-

ode response [99, 100], because there will always be a general correlation

between melt pool area and overall intensity. All major metal PBF machine
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Figure 2.6. Two wavelength coaxial photodiode monitoring offered by Ren-
ishaw. One MeltVIEW photodiode is sensitive to visible light and the other is
sensitive to nea-infrared light. Reproduced with permission from [85].

manufacturers offer in-process monitoring for at least some of their systems,

coaxial monitoring often being combined with powder bed monitoring. See

Table 2.3 for an overview of the commercial in-process monitoring solutions.

A diagram of Renishaw’s dual wavelength meltpool monitoring solution is

shown in Figure 2.6. Renishaw state that the visible light photodiode detects

plasma emissions from the meltpool and the near-infrared photodiode de-

tects emissions due to the temperature of the melt pool [85]. Also pictured

is a photodiode for monitoring the power output of the processing laser,

ensuring consistent power delivery to the powder bed. Two wavelength

monitoring of the metal PBF melt pool is offered by several manufacturers,

see Table 2.3.

Eulerian measurements of the powder bed surface geometry have been

achieved coaxially with the processing laser, with three systems described

in the literature. Although they are described using different terminologies

(low coherence interferometry [107], inline coherent imaging [122] or spec-
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tral domain optical coherence tomography [108]), they are all broadband

interferometers measuring coaxially with the processing laser. For polymer

PBF there are several descriptions of optical coherence tomography (OCT)

measurements that could be integrated into the processing beam. Guan

et al. evaluated a medical OCT microscope for monitoring the polymer

powder bed [56]. Whilst the measured surfaces were not in-situ, seeded

subsurface defects of less than 100 µm were identified at the same time

as the surface was determined. The surface defect lateral resolution was

stated to be approximately 9 µm. The technique would require state of the

art OCT equipment to be able to scan across a significant portion of the

powder bed quickly enough to keep pace with the processing laser [123].

Lewis et al. [124] collected data from the central region of a test bed polymer

PBF system by boresighting into the CO2 laser path. Measurements were

taken approximately 1 mm behind the laser spot on the powder bed and

data was collected before and after consolidation of both one and two layers.

Lewis et al. stated that the reduced scanning area, caused by defocusing

as the distance to the powder bed increased, could be mitigated by using a

field flattening lens in the sample path [124]. The polymer PBF OCT results

presented in literature have high levels of noise and a penetration depth

in air approximately equal to the layer height [125]. Therefore, despite the

potential for penetrative in-process measurements, observations would still

need to be taken every layer. It is unclear if the light emitted from the poly-

mer melt zone is sufficient for passive in-line monitoring, since there are no

reports in literature of its implementation. However, there does not appear

to be a fundamental limitation of the particular measurement technique.

Laser ultrasound has a different measurement regime that has been

demonstrated as viable for in-process monitoring of metal PBF. The tech-

nique induces localised thermal shock with a scanning laser beam. The

shock waves that propagate through the part and along the surface are de-
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tected by the deflection of a second, detection laser spot. Laser ultrasound

has been investigated for in-process monitoring of metal PBF, detecting

sub-surface defects [111], but reliably seeding defects into parts was chal-

lenging [126]. Spatially resolved acoustic spectroscopy is a laser ultrasound

technique that has normally been carried out on polished surfaces, but

recently it has been demonstrated to work with an as-built metal PBF sur-

faces [112]. The main barrier for further development of laser ultrasound

techniques in metal PBF is getting enough signal from the rough surface’s

diffuse reflections. If the signal is not strong enough, data collection scans

are slow and require multiple averages. Laser ultrasound techniques have

been demonstrated with polymer samples [127], including optical detection

of the propagating waves [128]. However, a consolidated part in a polymer

powder bed fusion build chamber has poor signal propagation and signal

return characteristics meaning it is not a practical in-process measurement

technique for polymer PBF.

2.2.6 Powder bed monitoring

In contrast to Lagrangian coaxial monitoring, powder bed monitoring

provides a stationary overview of the process before and after the con-

solidation of each layer. The monitoring is often implemented with optical

techniques using infrared or visible wavelengths. This Eulerian viewpoint has

the advantage of easier detection of defects such as warping, which occurs

on a longer timescale and a larger length scale than the scanning of the

HAZ of the laser spot. Other defects, such as improper powder spreading,

can be detected with single camera views and standard image processing

techniques [129]. This range of techniques is also suitable for polymer PBF.

High-speed camera observation of the metal PBF melt pool interacting

with the powder bed provides a monitoring approach that has elements of
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both melt pool and powder bed monitoring [130–132]. See Figure 2.7 for

an example of a high speed camera configured to record the powder bed

surface. The viewpoint allows for observations of melt pool dynamics whilst

also allowing for the tracking of material ejected away from the melt pool,

also known as spatter [133, 134], which is a common issue in metal PBF

[135]. Other examples of Eulerian in-process monitoring include acoustic

emission [109] and emissions from the processing plume [136]. Lagrangian

powder bed monitoring has been reported, with a laser profilometer attached

to a metal PBF system’s powder recoating blade providing detailed 3D

measurements of a 15 mm strip of the powder bed [137].

Figure 2.7. A picture showing the high-speed monitoring system described
by Zhang et al. [138]. Figure reproduced with permission.

Computer vision methods

The task of a control system analysing the ongoing polymer PBF process

could be considered as an application of computer vision. Computer vision is

concerned with processing two dimensional (2D) and 3D images to provide

high-level information about the world to computers. It is a mature field with

applications such as informing robots of their environment [139], quantitative

biological analysis [140] and interpolating medical images such as XCT

measurements [141]. Utilising computer vision, photogrammetry is a method

of reconstructing 3D geometry from multiple 2D images taken from different

viewpoints. It uses scale-invariant feature detection to determine the relative
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positions and orientations of each viewpoint. It has applications ranging

from cultural heritage preservation [142] to post-process measurements of

AM parts [143].

One application of computer vision for in-process monitoring of the PBF

powder bed is using dark field lighting conditions to deduce the location of

defects on the powder bed surface. This technique has been implemented

in Trumpf’s TruPrint range of metal PBF systems, for in-process monitoring

without in-process control [144]. The lighting highlights features which devi-

ate from the surface of the powder bed, with multiple angles being used to

reduce the impact of shadowing on the results. The images of the multiple

distinct lighting angles can be input for machine classification of defect type

and severity [102]. Whilst abnormal areas of the powder can be detected,

no quantitative measurements of heights of surface features are made. This

constrains the process insight to detecting only potentially catastrophic fail-

ures, such as warping, but not more subtle process signatures such as drop

due to consolidation.

Machine learning is a diverse and extremely powerful family of techniques

for computerised recognition of patterns in data that has already been

applied in some in-process monitoring situations. Neural networks (NN)

originated as a biomimetic data processing technique, and have been used

in control systems for decades [145]. Deep learning uses many-layered NNs

[146], and has been applied to medical image analysis [147], traffic sign

recognition [148] and playing the board game Go [149].

Any of the monitoring techniques discussed could be used as input

for machine learning [102], NN [150] or deep learning [129, 134, 151].

However, there are some added complexities that arise from the use of

machine learning identification and classification of defects. Supervised

learning techniques require expert input through data sets labelled with

previously identified errors which can represent a significant investment
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of time, especially if there are a large number of categories of error [129].

Unsupervised learning techniques can avoid the requirements for a labelled

training data set, but these techniques are more complex to implement

and there is less control over the learning process, especially when the

training dataset is small [147]. Whichever learning technique is chosen,

descriptors, or features [152], are one technique to reduce the data into a

manageable stream of information for the network [146]. This is because the

larger the size of each input into a network, the larger a network needs to

be to process the information, which can lead to instabilities and difficulties

in training the network [153]. Generic 3D convolutional neural networks

have been demonstrated for point cloud data but such high resolution points

clouds created in-process might cause issues with process speed [154]. One

specific machine learning method proposed for processing PBF data in the

literature is a technique known as support vector data description (SVDD)

[155]. SVDD can be trained with in-process monitoring data from multiple

identical successful builds, creating an internal classification scheme for

identifying the process state. When in-process monitoring data for an new

identical part is analysed, the SVDD technique can classify the process

as being successful or out-of-control. An application of deep learning to

spatially resolved acoustic spectroscopy was demonstrated by Williams

et al. [156], where acoustic spectrograms were processed to create a binary

image, highlighting defects. Features such as pores appeared to be retained,

but no quantitative analysis of defect detection was presented.

Comparatively cheap and easy to implement monitoring systems based

on 2D imaging and computer vision techniques show some promise for fast

detection of anomalies in the powder bed [67], but there is generally a lack

of quantitative in-process monitoring that could improve insights into the

consolidation process. It should also be noted that current state of the art

techniques cannot demonstrate detection classification as accurate as a
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human expert [129]. This raises the question of how accurate the defect

classification of in-process monitoring needs to be in order to be beneficial.

Not having in-process monitoring is equivalent to assuming that all regions

of the powder bed have no defects being produced during the process.

Therefore, if process improvement is the aim of in-process monitoring, then

any correctly identified defect improves the process, even if only marginally.

However, if the aim of in-process monitoring is to produce a certificate of

quality that quantifies the expected performance of the part, then one missed

classification per thousand layers could be a suitable accuracy threshold for

industries such as aviation or medical implants. This is because even one

defect has the potential to drastically decrease part performance and one

thousand layers is a suitable approximation for an average PBF build.

Structured light

Structured light is a a family of active optical measurement techniques

capable of measuring the powder bed surface in-process in PBF. It relies on

the distortion of known patterns of light by the surface being measured. A

simple example of pattern distortion for 3D measurements is the consumer

product Kinect version one sensor which uses a known pseudo-random grid

of dots projected onto a scene to take measurements. The pattern of dots is

known because it is created by an infrared laser projecting through a diffrac-

tion grating, with known relative geometry [157]. The disparity of each dot

from the known projected pattern therefore becomes a triangulation process

to measure the distance to the infrared dot [158]. Because the number of

dots is significantly less than the number of imaging pixels, a required fea-

ture for unambiguous recognition of the pattern, the resultant measurement

has relatively low volumetric resolution. Pattern ambiguity has to be minim-

ised otherwise surface measurements will not be a unique description of a

measured surface. One strategy for reducing pattern ambiguity is measuring
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the distortion of multiple patterns on the same surface, commonly found in

phase-shifted fringe projection [159]. There are analysis techniques that

only require a single fringe image, such as Fourier transform profilometry

[160], but they can have issues if the spatial frequencies of the measured

object are similar to the carrier frequency of the fringes [161]. Because

structured light measurements can be obtained with consumer hardware, it

has the potential to be cheaper to implement than more optically complex

measurement techniques such as co-axial broadband interferometery.

If implemented in laser PBF, it is likely that only the eventual consolidation

state of the layer would be measured, not the progress of consolidation from

warmed powder to consolidated polymer part, because the processing area

travels too quickly to be accurately captured. Two of the most important

measurement requirements as mentioned in Section 2.2 are the speed of

measurement and the measurement area. The measurement of the powder

surface needs to happen in 1 s to 10 s and the measured volume is likely to

be at least 100 mm × 100 mm × 1 mm. Also, the height resolution needed,

perpendicular to the measurement plane, is likely to need to be in the order

of 10 µm or less.

Fringe projection is a candidate for areal monitoring of the surface fea-

tures of the laser sintering powder bed because the measurement volumes

required are achievable at the level of resolution needed. Speed of measure-

ment is highly dependant on the data acquisition method, of which several

are discussed below. The method of fringe projection has been applied

to ex-situ part measurements of polymer AM parts [53]. In-process meas-

urements have also been made in metal PBF [106] and polymer PBF [94].

A system has been described by Dickins et al. [105] that fuses the data

from fringe projection, photogrammetry and photometry . Fringe projection

has been shown to be capable of detecting geometric defects as well as

surface irregularities in the powder bed [94, 106]. The proposed mechan-
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isms for defect detection with fringe projection do not differ from the generic

suggestions for geometric measurements in Table 2.2. However, a funda-

mental limit of fringe projection is that it can only measure the surface of the

powder bed, potentially limiting the detection of defects, such as porosity

or poor inter-layer adhesion. In addition, the rate of measurement is many

orders of magnitude slower than other in-line monitoring systems, such as

photodiodes, which could limit the monitoring of dynamic events such as

viscous flow of the polymer melt [75]. Despite the limits of fringe projection,

the technique was chosen for further investigation in this project because of

the combination of detailed powder bed height measurements, and a wide

enough field of view, with typical equipment, to view the whole powder bed

without scanning.

2.3 Fringe projection

There are many methods of obtaining fringe projection data. To help in

choosing the most appropriate fringe projection method, the fundamental

theory of the measurement technique first needs introducing.

2.3.1 Underlying mathematical theory

Fringe projection is a multiple viewpoint areal optical triangulation tech-

nique relying on diffuse reflection of light from a surface. A projector super-

imposes a fringe pattern onto the surface to be measured [159, 162], whilst

a camera records the resultant pattern as distorted by the surface. When

sinusoidal fringes are projected a minimum of three phase shifted images

are required to reconstruct the surface’s absolute phase unambiguously.

Conversion of the absolute phase of points on the surface to real-world
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Figure 2.8. The geometry of epipolar correspondences in fringe projection.
A single pixel in the camera image and a line of pixels in the projected image
provide a unique triangulation of a point on the object’s surface. Reproduced
with permission from Zuo et al. [163].

co-ordinates relies on a calibration procedure. Epipolar geometry, the geo-

metry of stereo vision which relates how a point’s location in a scene can be

constrained by it’s recorded location in both images, underlies all calibration

techniques. See Figure 2.8 for an illustration of the geometry of projector

and camera pixel correspondences.

2.3.2 Basic phase shifting fringe projection

Whilst there are many different categories of patterns that could be used,

sinusoidal patterns allow for every camera pixel to have a unique height

measurement. Sinusoidal patterns are often used for high speed fringe

projection because only three phase-shifted patterns are needed to collect

data [162].

The irradiance distribution of the nth projected sinusoidal fringe pattern
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in a sequence can be written as

In(x, y) = A(x, y) +B(x, y)cos[φ(x, y) − 2πn/N ] (2.5)

where In(x, y) is the spatial distribution of the nth fringe pattern, A(x, y) is

the static irradiance of the surface, B(x, y) is the irradiance of the surface

due to the varying fringe pattern (modified by surface reflectivity), φ(x, y)

the wrapped phase map to be extracted and N is the total number of phase

shifts used. The simplest case of three equally phase shifted fringe patterns

allows for the solving of the three unknowns in equation (2.5), namely A(x, y),

B(x, y) and φ(x, y). The wrapped phase map can be calculated with the

following equation

φ(x, y) = arctan

∑N−1
n=0 In(x, y)sin(2πn/N)∑N−1
n=0 In(x, y)cos(2πn/N)

. (2.6)

A one dimensional example of wrapped phase can be seen in Figure 2.9.

Because the arctangent function has a range of −π to π, the extracted phase

needs the 2π discontinuities removing, a process called phase unwrapping.

After phase unwrapping produces absolute phase, the results of a pre-

existing calibration can then be used to relate this to real world co-ordinates

in physical units.
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Figure 2.9. Wrapped phase from a fringe pattern that repeats five times
across the image. The vertical 2π discontinuities are the wrapping points
that will be removed in phase unwrapping.

2.3.3 Spatial and temporal phase map unwrapping

Because most fringe projection techniques produce wrapped phase

maps, there is a a large body of literature on the process of phase unwrap-

ping [162]. There are numerous approaches to phase unwrapping, with

the two main categories of approaches discussed here being spatial and

temporal unwrapping.

Spatial unwrapping requires a local neighbourhood search of each pixel

to locate the phase discontinuities introduced by the arctangent function in

equation (2.6). Once located, the required integer multiple of 2π is added or

subtracted to the wrapped phase to give the unwrapped phase:

Φ(x, y) = φ(x, y) + 2πk(x, y) (2.7)

where Φ(x, y) is the unwrapped phase and k(x, y) is the integer multiple of

phase jumps required to wrap the phase. The aim of all phase unwrapping

algorithms is to quickly and accurately determining k(x, y) for every pixel in

the image. Spatial unwrapping is commonly used in high speed applications
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because of the minimal number of fringe images required for phase unwrap-

ping [162]. The local searching nature of spatial unwrapping has problems

dealing with both local discontinuities and global discontinuities because

of the lack of a continuous surface to move the wrapped phase towards.

Local discontinuities can be overcome by algorithms that unwrap the most

reliable phase data first, thus ensuring that the least reliable data regions

are the areas of the measurement that suffer the most from accumulated

unwrapping error [164]. Overcoming global height ambiguities requires extra

information, often obtained through capturing extra images, extending the

capture time and therefore requiring the measured surface to remain station-

ary for longer. The unwrapping techniques that use this extra information

are commonly referred to as temporal unwrapping techniques.

There are a wide range of possible temporal unwrapping techniques that

could be used for in-process fringe projection measurements. Because it is

not possible to cover all possible techniques, three related techniques will

be described and compared in this section. The unwrapping techniques are

also covered and compared both experimentally and computationally in Zuo

et al. [163]. Temporal phase unwrapping techniques seek to unambiguously

determine k(x, y), often using a second fringe frequency and relying on the

temporal stability of the surface measured. A simple method is to project

one set of high frequency fringe patterns to collect low phase noise wrapped

phase data and to also project one set of fringe patterns that have a spatial

period equal to that of the projected image, see Figure 2.10. Therefore, the

wrapped phase of the high frequency data can be moved to coincide with

the single period fringe data. This is mathematically represented by

kh(x, y) = Round

[
(λl/λh)φl(x, y) − φh(x, y)

2π

]
(2.8)

where Round[ ] rounds to the nearest integer, λl is the wavelength of the
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Figure 2.10. Using a phase map without wrapping to unwrap a higher
frequency phase map. Reproduced with permission from Zuo et al. [163].

low frequency fringe, λh is the wavelength of the high frequency fringe,

φl(x, y) is the low frequency wrapped phase, φh(x, y) is the high frequency

wrapped phase and kh(x, y) is the integer fringe order function for the high

frequency phase. This technique is shown in Figure 2.10. A serious limitation

of this technique is that fringe patterns with a low spatial frequency have a

higher relative phase noise than high spatial frequency fringe patterns [163].

Therefore, in some situations the low frequency fringe data has so much

noise in it that the correct determination of k(x, y) is not possible [163].

A different approach is to use two similar frequencies to create a synthetic

wavelength phase map with no wrapping points, and then use this as an

artificial low frequency phase map to unwrap with respect to the higher

frequency data [165]. The synthetic phase data is calculated as

φeq(x, y) = φh(x, y) − φl(x, y) (2.9)

and the wavelength of the synthetic data is

λeq =
λlλh
λl − λh

. (2.10)

The relationships between the phase maps can be seen in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11. Using phase maps with similar fringe frequencies to create a
synthetic phase map with no phase wraps. Reproduced with permission
from Zuo et al. [163].

Because the difference of the two wrapped phase maps is used to create

the synthetic, unwrapped phase map, the noise levels of the synthetic data

are higher that the original data.

Number theory phase unwrapping combines some elements of both of

the previously described methods. It uses a high frequency phase map and

a lower frequency phase map, but the lower frequency has a period shorter

than the size of the projected image [163]. The relationship between the two

wrapped phase maps is

Φh(x, y) = (λl/λh)Φl(x, y) . (2.11)

Given that we will be working with integer fringe frequencies, we can rewrite
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equation (2.11) as

fhΦl(x, y) = flΦh(x, y) . (2.12)

Combining equation (2.12) with equation (2.7) leads to

(fhφl − flφh)/2π = khfl − klfh . (2.13)

Consideration of equation (2.12) shows that both sides can be integer values.

fh and fl are freely chosen so they can both be integer values. Since k(x, y)

is defined to be an integer, it follows that the left hand side of the equation is

an integer. fh and fl are known, and both φl and φh are measured. Therefore,

the integer value of the right hand side of equation (2.12) is a unique value

not repeated for other physically sensible combinations of the four values,

and can be calculated by the following equation

(kh, kl) = LUT

{
Round

[
fhφl − flφh

2π

]}
(2.14)

where LUT is the lookup table proposed by Zhong and Wang [166] as

an efficient way to find the k(x, y) value combination that corresponds to

each pixel in the phase map [163]. A pictorial representation of number

theory unwrapping can be seen in Figure 2.12. Zuo et al. showed that when

implemented with suitably chosen fringe frequencies, the performance of

number theory phase unwrapping was superior in experiments. Choosing

the two frequencies to balance the poor quality of low frequency data and the

noise sensitivity is covered by Ding et al. [167], who propose the following

equality for assessing the suitability of fringe frequency selection

∆φmax ≤ π

flfh
(2.15)

where ∆φmax is the maximum phase error possible before erroneous phase

unwrapping occurs and fl, fh are the number of fringes in a pattern for the
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low and high frequency respectively, which can also be referred to as the

normalised spatial frequencies. The effects of phase error on number theory

unwrapping are shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.12. One dimensional number theory phase unwrapping, showing
the relationship between the two phase maps, the lookup table value and
the calculated values of k for both phase maps.

Figure 2.13. The effects of phase error on number theory phase unwrapping.
Reproduced with permission from Zuo et al. [163].

2.3.4 Calibration

Once the unwrapped phase is calculated for the surface, a conversion into

real world units is performed. This requires prior calibration of the camera

and projector pair, though with some techniques it is possible to adjust their

relative positions after calibration without requiring recalibration [168]. One
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naive calibration process consists of an artefact of known dimensions and

the deviation of phase from the reference plane is divided by the artefact’s

dimension to give a linear phase per millimetre conversion value. This

technique is only valid for small deviations from the calibration plane [169].

It relies on assuming the distance between camera and projector is much

larger than the distance between the projections of the point’s camera and

projector pixels onto the reference. This distance increases as the object’s

surface gets further away from the reference plane. A further issue with this

calibration technique is that it ignores optical distortions of the camera and

projector.

A more rigorous calibration routine is described in Zhang [162]. It uses

a chequerboard target to calibrate the camera, followed by using the now

calibrated camera to calibrate the association between phase and chequer-

board. The camera and projector parameter matrices are then both used

for converting from unwrapped phase to real world coordinates. A more

detailed explanation is given in section 5.2.8.

A non-geometric aspect of the relationship between projector and camera

is the so-called gamma calibration. Gamma calibration requires measure-

ment of the relationship between the projected intensity and the intensity

recorded by the camera. Gamma calibration is performed to ensure that

the sinusoidal pattern recorded by the camera is as close to a true sinusoid

as possible [162]. If incorrect gamma calibration is performed, periodic er-

rors appear in the measurements performed by the system [170]. This is

because the deviations from a true sinusoid are converted into measured

deviations from the true surface. Gamma calibration requires projecting

multiple intensities of light onto a representative surface and comparing

the projected intensities with the the intensities measured by the camera.

Once such a gamma curve has been established a lookup table can be

created to enable a modified fringe pattern to be projected so it is captured
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by the camera as a sinusoidal pattern [171]. This can also be seen as

linearising the relationship between projected and measured intensities, see

Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14. A relationship between projected intensity and measured in-
tensity after gamma calibration.

Beyond calibration, international standards are often used for perform-

ance verification of structured light measurements systems. The current

ISO standard most relevant to performance verification of a structured light

measurement systems is ISO 10360-7:2011, which covers coordinate meas-

uring machine (CMM) systems with imaging probing systems [172]. Another

similar standard is VDI/VDE 2634 part 2 [173]. Both will be superseded

by ISO 10360-13 which is currently being drafted with specific reference

to optical volumetric measurement techniques such as fringe projection.

Obtaining the required reference artefacts for either standard can be difficult

because structured light systems struggle with reflective surfaces [174] so

a precisely machined metal surface, such as that found on a gauge block,

could be difficult to measure.

Performance verification of a fringe projection system does not enable

traceable measurements to be made with that measurement system, only

measurements that are similar to those performed during verification are

traceable. Traceable measurements for a variety of objects require a rigorous
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analysis of error sources and their influence on measurements. Such an

investigation of fringe projection has not been reported.

2.3.5 Point cloud analysis

A common output of measurements of a powder bed surface geometry

is point clouds, a common form of 3D data. A basic point cloud has no

information other than the location of points, requiring processing to infer

quantities such as surface normals and information such as which object

a point belongs to. Estimations of surface normals and surface features

are often carried out to improve the performance of point cloud alignment

algorithms [175]. Point cloud alignment merges information from multiple

point clouds to produce a unified measurement of the region of interest [176].

However, no registration is required when analysing the point clouds from

in-process monitoring of the polymer PBF as the viewpoint is stationary and

the measured region is what changes. One method of analysing the point

clouds produced by these in-process methods is to use differential geometry,

specifically curvature, to characterise the changes between points across

the surface.

The common analysis metric of gradient is not well suited to point cloud

analysis because a transform of the point cloud changes the gradient whilst

curvature is an intrinsic property of the surface. For each considered point

the calculation of curvature begins with the identification of the directions

along the surface that experience the greatest and smallest rate of change

of gradient. These vectors are notated as κ1 and κ2. Gaussian curvature,

K, is defined as the dot product of these two vectors κ1 · κ2 whilst mean

curvature, H, is defined as the mean of the two vectors 1
2
(κ1 + κ2). As

can be seen from their definitions, Gaussian curvature values are high for

both peaks and troughs but mean curvature values differentiate between
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them, with the choice of normal deciding which have positive values. When

calculating curvatures of discrete surfaces such as point clouds, a quadratic

approximation of the continuous sampled surface is used for each point

[177]. An early overview of curvature estimation for point cloud surfaces can

be found in Kreysig’s book of 1968 [178] and Jovančević et al. demonstrated

curvature being used to highlight manufacturing defects from point cloud

measurements of objects - aircraft wings in their case [179].

A PBF powder bed is a nominally flat surface with highly rough surface

texture and features that are raised or lowered above the powder bed surface

by small amounts. Therefore, the regions of interest are those where the

surface is changing height rapidly and thus have non-zero curvature.

Features identified with curvature analysis can highlight regions of a

point cloud that deviate from their surrounding surface. Other techniques

such as edge detection with gradient based metrics could be used, but

the simple and robust technique of curvature analysis is described here.

Whilst some edge detection techniques require multiple threshold values

to be optimised, curvature analysis only requires a kernel size for reducing

computational time if a faster processing speed is required. This reduces the

subjective nature of choosing thresholds, as well as reducing the complexity

of applying the analysis to a different situation such as a new material to be

measured. Another reason to investigate curvature based analysis is for the

input for machine learning algorithms similar to those described in literature

[102, 155]. This is because pre-processing the data to identify features

reduces the complexity of NNs required to successfully detect and classify

defects [146]. Whilst machine learning has already been used for defect

detection in PBF [102, 134, 180], 3D input data has not been demonstrated

because of the increased complexity compared to processing 2D images,

see Section 2.2.6.
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2.3.6 Conclusion

Fringe projection can measure a polymer powder bed in-process without

interrupting the manufacturing process and the cost of integrating such a

monitoring system is a fraction of the total cost of an industrial PBF system.

However, there are several challenges to overcome before useful in-process

measurements can be achieved. At easily achievable viewing distances of

roughly 500 mm and common bed sizes up to 250 mm, the depth of field of

most imaging and projection systems will limit observations to be from above

the powder bed only. As well as this, calibration will generally be carried out

at room temperature, but given processing temperatures of around 200 ◦C,

thermal expansion of the structure, along with convection currents in the

build atmosphere could reduce calibration accuracy. Therefore, a robust

calibration routine is required.

2.4 In-process control

As stated in Chapter 1, process control is desirable in all PBF, and is

enabled by process monitoring. Having covered in-process monitoring, the

capabilities and requirements of in-process control are covered in this sec-

tion. Before discussing current literature it is useful to cover the fundamental

theory and interactions of in-process monitoring and in-process control.

2.4.1 In-process control theory

A simple process to which process monitoring and control can be applied

is the task of filling an open water tank. If the process is well characterised it

would be possible to turn the valve on for a fixed time to fill the tank without

risking the tank overflowing. This is an example of open-loop control, which
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is simple to implement but it is potentially very sensitive to variations in input

quantities (i.e. flow rate of the valve, shape of the container or height of

residual water in the tank). Closed-loop control consists of taking feedback

from the state of the process to inform any changes in process parameters

that are required. At the most basic, an operator could control a valve that

is either on or off and judge the water level by eye. In this situation, when

the water level reaches the maximum permissible height, the valve is turned

off. The state of the valve is, therefore, a process variable, the operator’s

judgement of the height of the water in the tank is a process measurement

and turning the tap off to maximise the water in the tank is a process control

decision. A more realistic example can be considered by increasing the

complexity of the hypothetical system. One example of this is having a

variable flow rate valve, the water height being measured by an ultrasonic

distance sensor and computer implemented process control. Both levels of

complexity for this system are shown in Figure 2.15.

It should be emphasised that there are many different approaches to

process control and not all of them involve in-process control. There are five

process control strategies described by Vlasea et al. in the context of metal

PBF, three of which involve in-process control [181]. They are described

here in the context of polymer PBF process control.

Pre-processing for predictive control requires computational models that

can predict geometric distortions and optimised parameter sets based on

part geometry and other specified constraints. The outcome of this control

strategy is a pre-distorted part and optimised process parameters to produce

the best possible part [182].

In-situ defect or fault detection and handling responds to measured de-

fects or faults by interrupting the process to apply corrective actions. An

example of this would be ridges left in the powder spread for a new layer.

This is commonly caused by powder particles adhered to the recoating
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mechanism. The corrective action in this case would be to initiate an auto-

matic wipe of the recoating blade or roller, followed by spreading powder

again to ensure a smooth, even powder bed surface. Another example

would be detecting regions with poor consolidation and performing targeted

reworking of the surface to repair the defects detected. This has been

demonstrated for metal PBF by Hirsch et al. [183].

In-situ continuous feedback control receives in-process monitoring data

and constantly modifies process parameters to maintain a stable process. A

common example of this strategy in polymer PBF is using the information

from pyrometers to vary the power output of powder bed surface heaters [16].

This helps to ensure a stable setpoint temperature, although their limited

view of the powder bed does not ensure an even temperature across the

powder bed. Another example is to use a photodiode constantly monitoring

the output power of the processing laser to continuously modulate the laser

beam power, ensuring consistent energy delivered to the powder bed [104].

Process signature derived process control through models or simulations

uses in-process data to either run or update detailed process simulations

or algorithms to predict the values of unmeasureable quantities. These

predicted in-process signatures can then serve as input for other process

control strategies. A hypothetical example would be predicting laser pen-

etration depth from other in-process monitored variables. A hypothetical

example is given because no literature appears to exist for PBF process

control, Vlasea et al. [181].

Finally, part qualification through process monitoring and analysis pro-

duces a record of in-process measurements along with the control system’s

estimation of process state throughout the build. This can serve as an indi-

vidual declaration of quality to state that the specific part was produced in

the intended manner and should therefore conform with the expected part

performance. Also, in the case of failure, the record of production could be
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used to identify the cause of failure. It should be clear that any system could

benefit from aspects of all process control strategy categories, but clearly

delineating them allows for their individual dependencies on in-process

monitoring data to be assessed.

2.4.2 Review of In-process control in powder bed fusion

In-process control of powder bed fusion has not been fully implemented

in any system in literature [25]. Control systems for keeping the size of

the laser meltpool constant have been demonstrated [100, 184], but the

powder bed has had numerous monitoring techniques implemented without

full control [67, 94, 129]. The most mature example of powder bed aware

process control is powder spreading systems in Concept Laser’s industrial

machines. A camera captures a single image after a new layer of powder

has been spread, and the decision is made as to whether it needs to be

spread again to improve the powder bed surface ready for consolidation,

see Table 2.3. This system does not measure the consolidated region and

therefore can only be categorised as partial powder bed process control.

Despite the lack of current progress, process control in powder bed fusion

is expected to progress rapidly due to industry needs [25].

Abdelrahman and Starr demonstrated predictive process control by using

the layerwise cross-sectional area of consolidation. Through three trial and

error iterations, a set of laser power settings were developed that produced

very little variation in average maximum temperature of the consolidated

region. Wroe et al. demonstrated that the coldest layers in a tensile specimen

gauge length partially correlated with the fracture location [185]. This shows

that thermal control of all consolidated layers can be used to to ensure

optimal mechanical properties.

With little process control demonstrated, it becomes important to highlight
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process signatures that are good candidates for informing in-process control

decisions. Zhang et al. reported the drop in height due to consolidation as a

potential process signature for metal PBF [106]. Drop due to consolidation

is observed in both polymer and metal PBF and is a consequence of the

powder packing density being significantly lower than that of the final consol-

idated part. The evolution of consolidation over multiple layers is shown in

Figure 2.16. Berzins et al. [186] illustrated the process in a similar manner,

though with an emphasis on simulating densification during LS and describ-

ing the thickness of each layer as an integral. The application of heat to

consolidate a new layer of powder must also provide enough energy to melt

at least the top portion of the previous layer, otherwise inter-layer adhesion

would fail. Therefore, when the first layer is consolidated, the excess energy

creates a thicker layer and can cause excess part size in this direction. The

overall thickness of the layer t1 is unknown but the drop due to consolidation

for layer 1, h1, is the difference between t1 and the height of powder bed

the unconsolidated powder occupied. With a few added assumptions, this

relationship can be expressed in a form that is easier to generalise across

all layers. Therefore it is assumed that every layer is the same thickness,

that each layer has the same geometry and that only the powder above a

previously consolidated layer is consolidated. This final simplification as-

sumes both that no powder adjacent to the consolidation is entrained and

that all powder is fully consolidated without porosity. These assumptions are

used implicitly by Zhang et al. [106] to construct the following series.

h1 = −t× α

h2 = − (t+ h1) × α

...

hn = − (t+ hn−1) × α

(2.16)

where n is the layer number of the part being consolidated, hn is the height
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drop due to consolidation for layer n, t is the nominal layer thickness and

α is 1 − β where β is the powder bed volume fraction in comparison to the

bulk material [106]. Each term in Equation (2.16) is a constant multiplied by

h1

t1

(a) Layer 1, consolidated.

h1

t1

(b) Layer 2, powder spread.

h1

t1

h2

t2

(c) Layer 2, consolidated.

h1

t1

h2

t2

(d) Layer 3, powder spread.

Figure 2.16. The progression of consolidated layers in PBF.

the previous term so Zhang et al. proposed describing the evolution of drop

due to consolidation with a geometric series of the form

hn = −tα×
(

1 − αn

1 − α

)
. (2.17)

This series quickly approaches the limit of

lim
n→∞

hn = −t× α

β
. (2.18)

To investigate the rate of approach to the limit, the value of hn for a given

β and x, equation (2.17), can be dived by the eventual limit of hn, equa-

tion (2.18). This simplifies to an expression that states the fraction of the

maximum value of hn, for a given layer is

1 − αn . (2.19)

Therefore, if β is 0.5 then h3 ≈ 0.88, h4 ≈ 0.94, h5 ≈ 0.97. If β is 0.4 then
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h3 ≈ 0.78, h4 ≈ 0.87, h5 ≈ 0.92. In most powder bed fusion situations it is

therefore expected that hn will have reached at least 90% of its eventual

limit by the fifth layer. This provides the opportunity for defect detecting

and handling in-process control to evaluate the overall success of process

parameters within a small number of layers of the build starting. It is expected

that the consolidation model will apply to polymer PBF since the the only

assumption is that all layers consolidate equally, which is expected for a

successful polymer PBF build. Experimental results for polycarbonate (an

amorphous polymer) found three layers were enough to reach the steady

state limit for thickness, but measurements were not made of drop due to

consolidation [186].

Accurate real-time measurements of layer thicknesses throughout a PBF

build would enable real-time ’bonus z’ compensation to improve part accur-

acy further than that possible with previous outline-based studies [94]. This

would allow all three dimensions of a part to be monitored and deviations

adjusted for in-process. This improved part accuracy is not only relevant to

gross dimensions of parts, but complex interlocking features would also be-

nefit from improved fidelity of geometry production. For example, overhangs

are a well studied phenomenon in metal PBF, with simulations showing that

reduced energy delivery for the initial overhang layers could significantly

improve geometry fidelity [187].

The economic impact of in-process monitoring and control is not directly

addressed in the literature but Baumers et al. describe a cost model that

includes risk of build failure[10]. One consequence of considering risk of

failure is that the optimal packing of the powder bed does not equate to

full build chamber volume utilisation for the production of the maximum

number of parts, because this increases the cost of a total failure. The

cost model also considered individual parts being rejected after quality

control inspections. Therefore, the economic benefit of in-process control
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and monitoring can be estimated by calculating the relevant failure risks

with and without the early interruption or intervention of process control.

Also, employing a cost-optimised packing of the build area could lead to

significant savings since the records of the monitoring systems would lead

to very accurate failure rate estimations.

2.4.3 Conclusion

Powder bed fusion requires process control that can make decisions on

the timescale of creating a layer, leading to reduced defects and therefore

increasing reliability. Dynamic modification of process parameters or defect

repair are two strategies enabled by such process control. The resulting

improvement in reliability and reduction of defect occurrence and severity

would make polymer PBF a more suitable manufacturing technique for end

use parts.
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Chapter 3

Thesis Motivation

3.1 Gap in the knowledge

It is clear that in-process measurements for PBF face several challenges

to overcome before widespread adoption occurs in industry. These chal-

lenges include achieving optical access to the powder bed, implementing

robust real-time analysis to enable process control and accurately calibrating

measurements [25, 188].

Areal monitoring of the PBF powder bed has been demonstrated with

dark field imaging [103], infrared imaging [189, 190], coaxial interferometry

[108] and other depth sensing methods [56]. Of the depth sensing meth-

ods, structured light techniques require no scanning of the powder bed to

obtain quantitative data, improving temporal coherence of data and redu-

cing the complexity of system integration. Whilst fringe projection has been

demonstrated for both metal and polymer PBF, the presented data analysis

has been of limited use for process control. For example, Li et al. focused

on part contour deviations from nominal and showed little examination of

classifying the success of process parameters used [94]. Zhang et al. [191]

rigorously demonstrated the linear nature of in-process fringe projection
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measurements for PBF. However, process control requires process monit-

oring data analysis that can determine the real-time process state and this

thesis demonstrates a monitoring system that can provide this.

This thesis will demonstrate that clear, actionable signals for process

control can be derived from in-process fringe projection measurements.

It will also demonstrate the applicability and utility of fringe projection for

in-process powder bed monitoring in multiple powder bed fusion processes.

There will be a particular emphasis on the process signatures measured

and their analysis for process control.

3.2 Research aim

The overall aim for the thesis is to further the understanding of failure

modes and process control strategies through process monitoring of polymer

powder bed fusion with fringe projection monitoring.

Objectives

• Investigate both the laser sintering and high speed sintering processes

with fringe projection measurement systems;

• Understand the methods of measurement of flaws during the powder

bed fusion process by inducing flaws whilst performing process monit-

oring;

• Demonstrate the utility of process signatures derived from point cloud

measurements of the powder bed surface.

• In-process measurements will not interrupt the processes monitored.
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• In-process signatures will be resolved with enough detail to identify

process failures before they happen.

In summary, this thesis will demonstrate that clear, actionable signals for pro-

cess control can be derived from in-process fringe projection measurements

of a polymer PBF powder bed surface. It will also demonstrate the applicab-

ility and utility of fringe projection for in-process powder bed monitoring in

different powder bed fusion processes. There will be a particular emphasis

on the process signatures measured and their analysis for process control.

3.3 Thesis structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• In-process fringe projection measurements of LS, concerning the use

of a commercial fringe projection system to measure the powder bed

of a commercial LS machine;

• In-process fringe projection measurements of high speed sintering.

Process signatures are derived from measurements taken with a

custom designed fringe projection system;

• Discussion of the results from both polymer powder bed fusion pro-

cesses, comparing and contrasting the processes and measurement

systems;

• Conclusion, summarising the main insights of the work and including

specific suggestions for further research questions.
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Chapter 4

In-process monitoring of laser

sintering with fringe projection

As stated in the literature review, Chapter 2, the implementation of robust

in-process control enabled by in-process monitoring is needed to improve

part quality and part reliability as well as enabling certification of critical

components, such as medical implants [192]. In-process monitoring enables

real-time process feedback which can be acted upon, before the build

finishes. This action can either be cancelling a failing build, repairing a

detected defect or modifying parameters to reduce the chance of further

defects occurring.

Whilst fringe projection has been widely demonstrated as a suitable post-

process measurement technique for polymer PBF parts, there is only one

report of it being used in-process [94]. The data collected allowed for an

investigation of the quality of data of the powder bed surface measurements,

see section 4.2.2.

In order to investigate the data quality that can be achieved with in-

process fringe projection measurements of the polymer PBF powder bed

a commercial fringe projection system was used to measure an industrial

system’s polymer powder bed in situ.
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This chapter is based on two published papers by the author, ‘In-process

measurement and monitoring of a polymer laser sintering powder bed

with fringe projection’ [193] is the basis for the experimental results. The

curvature based analysis uses the analysis method presented in ‘Curvature-

based segmentation of powder bed point clouds for in-process monitoring’

[194].

4.1 Experiments

To interpret in-process point cloud measurements, the relationship between

process conditions and process outcomes and therefore the process map

location being measured needed to be established as precisely as possible

before measurement. This allowed for comparison with literature in order to

confirm the processing regime investigated.

4.1.1 Process mapping

Part geometry used

The part geometry chosen for the builds was a tensile test specimen

following the ASTM D638-14 standard [72], see Figure 4.1. This allowed

for tensile tests to be carried out on a large number of parts produced at

the high temperature conditions. Because of the high sampling rate of the

process map, only half of the produced tensile test specimens were required

for tensile testing. Although the nominal part followed the ASTM D638-14

standard, some as-built parts fell outside specifications due to thinner gauge

widths at lower energy densities. Three tensile test specimens were built in

each layer of parts orientated flat in the powder bed, shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1. A computer rendering of the ASTM D638-14 Type I tensile
test specimen geometry used. The gauge width is 13 mm, overall length is
165 mm and the maximum width is 19 mm. The thickness of the nominal
geometry was 3 mm.

Front of machine

Figure 4.2. Aerial view of the tensile test specimen locations in the powder
bed. This layout was used for all process mapping builds. In contrast, most of
the builds observed by fringe projection had four evenly spaced tensile test
specimens, with the 17 W and 4 W builds observed with fringe projection
having only one tensile test specimen located towards the front of the
machine.
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Machine used

All builds were carried out in an EOS P100 LS system, see Figure 4.3,

using 50% recycled polyamide 12 from EOS, PA2200, with an average

particle size of 56 µm and specified built tensile strength of 48 MPa [195].

The EOS P100 gravity feeds the polymer powder from the top of the machine,

dosing the powder into the main powder well which is on the left hand side

of the machine. The powder spreading system uses a blade travelling in an

arc, which is centred at the rear of the machine, to spread each new layer

of powder. The powder spreading also distributes powder to the secondary

powder well on the right of the machine. Rotating dividers in the powder

wells dose the powder spreading blade with a consistent amount of powder

for each new layer.

Figure 4.3. Schematic of an EOS P100 Formiga system. Reproduced with
permission from Goodridge et al. [16].
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Variables selected

There are a large number of process parameters in PBF, that can impact

the successful production of parts [42, 196], but to reduce complexity, only

the main parameters that strongly influence the delivered energy density to

the powder bed are considered here. These parameters are laser power,

scan speed, hatch spacing and layer thickness. For the process mapping

in this work, the layer thickness was set to the commonly used value of

100 µm and the hatch spacing was set to 250 µm. This hatch spacing was

approximately half the diameter of the laser spot, ensuring each hatch line

got sufficient remelting from previous and subsequent hatch passes. This

relationship between hatch spacing and laser spot diameter was recommen-

ded by the equipment manufacturer for the powder used. The direction of

hatching alternated each layer between x-axis aligned hatching and y-axis

aligned hatching, a common technique to reduce the build up of residual

stresses in a part. The option for skywriting was also enabled. Skywriting

increases the accuracy of the laser path when hatching by extending the

laser path outside the part so the curved turning path of the laser spot is not

incorporated into the finished part. The laser is turned off whilst the laser

sport is outside the hatching region. The method chosen for searching the

rest of the process parameter space (laser power, scan speed) was an iter-

ative search methodology with non-uniform variable intervals, identifying the

boundaries of the successful build quality envelope and the failure regions

with reduced number of builds that would fail to print. An emphasis was

made on finding the failure boundaries on the process map, to assist in later

selection of parameter combinations.

Because these measurements were aimed at studying the LS process

in standard operating conditions, and to reduce the number of experiments

required, some other common variables were excluded from consideration.

These were multiple laser scans and part position in the build chamber.
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The process mapping did not consider the possibilities of using multiple

laser scan passes per layer. This processing technique delivers the laser

heating in several passes, thus reducing the stresses in the coalesced re-

gions and extending the consolidation process [59]. It is commonly used with

difficult to process polymers, and therefore was not considered necessary

for polyamide 12.

Part position in the build chamber was also not monitored or varied. It

can be important because the rate of cooling experienced by a polymer

part produced with laser sintering influences the crystallisation process,

which in turn, influences the mechanical properties of the part [197]. When

large numbers of parts are placed in the same build chamber the local

thermal environment can vary due to the residual heat of processing that

all parts conduct and radiate as they cool down to the temperature of the

surrounding powder. Therefore, it should be noted that because parts were

built at different positions in the build volume, consequently with different

amounts of residual heat from neighbouring parts heating the region, it is

possible that the cooling rates of parts varied throughout the build volume

[198].

Some builds, chosen due to their position in the process map, were

measured in-process with a commercial fringe projection system (NUB3D

SIDIO XR). Two of these builds, the 17 W and 27 W builds, were measured

with a Nikon MCT225 XCT system, and a voxel size of approximately 12 µm,

to investigate porosity and other defects that occurred during the builds.

4.1.2 Fringe projection measurements

In-process fringe projection measurements of the laser sintering powder

bed surface were made with a NUB3D SIDIO XR. The nominal measure-

ment pitch was 75 µm in all three orthogonal directions, with a scanning
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volume of 200 mm × 150 mm × 90 mm. After calibration, a 1σ volumetric

accuracy of 15 µm and a 1σ precision of 7 µm, was achievable as stated in

the specifications.

The powder bed was viewed through the operator observation window of

the machine. On the P100, this consists of an outer curved acrylic window

and a thermally insulated flat glass window. For the in-process measure-

ments of the powder bed surface, the viewing angle was roughly 55° from

horizontal. The builds consisted of single tensile test specimens, with best

measurement results when the test specimens were closer to the front

of the build chamber, due to reduced data density, see Figure 4.4. The

measurements were manually acquired when the sintering of the closest

tensile test piece to the window had finished. When the laser scan path

Figure 4.4. Representative point cloud from layer 15 of the 17 W build. The
circular features on the right hand side are artefacts created by decorative
patterns on the outer window.

was not visible, due to insufficient sintering, operator judgement rather than

visual observation was employed to ensure the measurement was started

at the correct point in the overall laser scan path progression. When the

measurements were made at incorrect times, this was noted and quantified.
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For example, some late triggering of the scans lead to the powder recoater

blade entering the measured volume or the powder bed being lowered for

the next layer before the scan was completed. The scans consisted of a

series of projected binary fringes followed by a series of projected phase

shifted sinusoidal patterns. Each complete scan was repeated with three

different camera exposure times, to improve dynamic range of measured

points. These camera exposures were 300 ms, 400 ms and 500 ms.

Similar to the temporal phase unwrapping techniques presented in

Chapter 2 the hybrid binary and sinusoidal fringe approach allows for ab-

solute phase to be calculated from sinusoidal fringe projection, by using

binary fringe patterns to encode k(x, y), see equation 3 in Chapter 2. The

commercial control software created a wrapped phase map from the fringe

images. The creation of the unwrapped phase map was also performed by

the control software.

The control software could then convert the unwrapped phase map could

into a point cloud with real-world co-ordinates because of calibration prior to

the measurements [199, 200]. This calibration consisted of imaging multiple

poses of a target with a grid of circles with calibrated distances between

circle centres. The target was moved along the optical axis of the instrument

at known intervals using a motorised lead screw. This created a set of

poses of the calibration artefact throughout the measurement volume of the

system. The control software could then optimise the calibration parameters

to minimise the residual errors on the distances between the measured and

true locations of the circular targets. The true location of the circular targets

can be found by best fitting all the points with the known calibrated grid

measurements.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Process map

Parts were produced at various nominal powder bed surface temper-

atures, ranging from 150 °C to 174 °C. Many builds at 174 °C completed

successfully, although some parts were very fragile, showing the wide range

of process parameters with which parts can be built with polyamide 12.

If polyamide 12 had a narrower processing window, failure modes other

than thermal degradation would be seen for the 174 °C builds. Figure 4.5

shows the variation of process outcomes with respect to powder bed surface

temperature and energy density. As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the lower the

temperature of the build, the earlier the failure by blade interaction tended

to occur.

In order to further investigate failure modes, the chamber temperature

was varied to as low as 150 °C and at the lowest chamber temperatures

no builds could be completed. Failures were characterised as one sample

being dragged across the powder bed by the recoater blade or no sintering

being visible through the observation window. Figure 4.5 also allows spatial

grouping and delineation of process modes and the parameters that are

required to produce them. For example, in-process monitoring of builds on

the left hand side of Figure 4.5 would be expected to have significant curl. In-

process measurements a the temperature of 160 ◦C would be expected have

minimum curvature at approximately 2.5 10−2 J mm−2, where the process

maps indicates. At the temperature of 165 ◦C it can be seen that a 4 W build

(0.0064 10−2 J mm−2) will have issues with curling and potentially part-blade

interactions. In comparison, a 17 W build (0.0272 10−2 J mm−2) will have

close to ideal build performance (for the given temperature). Finally, a 27 W

build (0.0432 10−2 J mm−2) will probably not have and curling issues, but

any powder bed temperature irregularities could cause a catastrophic failure
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since the process map for a temperature of 160 ◦C shows immediate curl

failures at this energy density. This energy density at 174 ◦C is associated

with reduced part strength, so it is possible in-process monitoring could

detected this issue even in normal temperature builds.
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Figure 4.5. A process map detailing how the failure modes change with both
energy density and powder bed temperature. The layers on which failures or
blade interactions occurred are denoted by the numerical labels on points.
Greater detail of two of the builds measured in-process are detailed in
section 4.2.2.

,

Figure 4.6 shows the relationship between applied energy density and

ultimate tensile strength at the powder bed temperature of 174 °C. The

results can be separated into three regions. The first region is to the left of

the dashed line and shows the rapid onset of sintering. The second region

spans from the right of the dashed line to about 0.035 J mm−2 and contains

the parameter combinations associated with successful builds. The final

region starts from about 0.035 J mm−2 and continues into increasing energy
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density. Parts produced that fall into this final region show signs of polymer

degradation, through their reduced mechanical properties.
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Figure 4.6. A plot of ultimate tensile strength against areal energy density
at 174 °C. The increase in strength for partially recycled powder happens
around the previously reported energy density of 0.012 J mm−2 for polyamide
12 with a layer thickness of 100 µm [69], see dashed line. The black ovals
highlight two places on this graph where results have been repeated for the
same parameters. These results appear to agree with previous literature
[28, 69, 70].

4.2.2 In-process monitoring

Two builds in particular form the majority of the results presented here.

Their building parameters were a laser scan speed of 2500 mm s−1, a hatch

spacing of 250 µm, a layer height of 100 µm a powder bed surface temper-

ature of 165 °C and laser powers of 4 W and 17 W respectively. The point

cloud data of individual layers consisted of approximately 290,000 points.

As can be seen in Figure 4.4, there was a lower density of points towards

the negative nominal y direction. The data collected of a flat powder bed
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showed constant planar distortions, which can also be seen in Figure 4.4.

The scanning arrangments did not allow for a calibrated flat to be placed on

the build bed and removed again without re-positioning the measurement

system. Therefore, whilst a calibrated flat could be used to subtract the

distortions from the point cloud it would not be a valid processing technique

once the measurement system had been re-positioned. This was accounted

for by subtracting the height map of a nominally flat reference scan of the

powder bed. The mean difference between nine flat powder bed layers and

the flat reference scan is 0.03 µm ± 62 µm with 95% confidence intervals,

and no systematic form errors. The mean difference between the powder

bed scans is within the stated accuracy of the SIDIO XR, the magnitude of

uncertainty within these results is small compared to the process signatures

considered, hence a clear and flat powder surface is an adequate reference

from which to perform measurements. The categories of structural defects

relevant to process control, identified using the fringe projection system and

the data analysis, are presented next.

Curl

Figure 4.7 shows a height map of the final sintered layer of a part with

severe curling. Not only are the sintered areas above the powder bed surface,

heaping of surrounding powder can also be seen, especially around −30 mm

in the x direction. The slope of heaped powder extends at least 10 mm from

the consolidated part. Figure 4.8 demonstrates that, even in a build which

did not end in catastrophic blade interactions, the part’s effect on the powder

bed was still visible after 2.9 mm, or 29 layers, of powder bed had been

spread on top of the completed part. The features are about 50 µm from

nominal, close to the average particle size. It is unknown why one side has

a raised feature whilst the other side has a depressed feature. This example

demonstrates that curling failure is easy to detect and analyse, which is
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covered in greater detail in section 4.2.2.

Powder bed surface irregularities

Figure 4.8 shows smaller powder bed surface irregularities, which were

seen on every layer, as well as the larger-scale lifting of the powder bed

caused by underlying sintered regions deforming. If a consolidated region

deforms after powder has been spread on top of it, the powder surface

above it will be lifted by that deformation. Because consolidated regions are

free floating inside the powder bed it is also possible for regions of the bed to

be depressed by the downwards deformation of a section of a consolidated

region. Because the small-scale irregularities were arc- shaped, they were

attributed to spreader blade issues. The issues likely arose from particles

attached to the powder spreader blade, leaving grooves roughly one particle

diameter deep. It is is common for some amount of polymer powder to get

attached to the spreader blade during the build because the powder is kept

close to melting temperature and some particles will be partially molten

when the blade spreads new powder. Equally, it is plausible that a nick in

the spreader blade would leave a raised arc-shaped irregularity because

powder particles would not be completely contained by the blade during

powder spreading. Both categories of defects are desirable to detect, and

the fringe projection measurements are suitable for both. It is not clear why

the curled ends of the part cause a raised area on the left hand side and a

depressed area on the right hand side.
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Layer 30-plane subtraction in plane co-ordinates
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Figure 4.7. Height map of the 30th and final layer of a successful build
with significant curling, processed at 165 °C, 4 W with a scan speed of
2500 mm s−1. The maximum curl at both edges is over 1 mm, which includes
the contribution of rocking caused by the part interacting with the blade. Fig.
5 shows this effect across the many layers of the build. The height of most
of the part is measured as > 0.1 mm so it has one uniform colour.
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Figure 4.8. Height map showing twenty-nine layers of fresh powder after
the final sintered layer seen in Figure 4.7. The continuing effect of the curled
ends of the part can be seen. The ovals indicate the positions of both ends
of the part. The dashed line indicates the arc that powder spreading defects
follow.
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Blade interactions

The rocking motion shown in Figure 4.9 is caused by the powder spreader

blade catching the trailing end of the part and pushing it deeper into the

powder bed. This severity of interaction between blade and part often leads

to a part being dragged out of the powder bed and a failed build, but in this

instance, the build completed. The onset of the blade interactions appears to

occur when the maximum height of the part is approximately 500 µm above

nominal powder bed height.
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Figure 4.9. A profile along the centre of the tensile test specimen, as shown
above, processed at 165 °C, 4 W and a scan speed of 2500 mm s−1. High
spatial frequency artefacts in the data for some layers are due to the bed
being lowered before all the fringe projection patterns had been captured.
Towards the end of the build, alternate layers have opposite ends raised.

Level drop due to consolidation

The reduction in height of a layer due to consolidation, through melting

of the polymer powder bed is a direct measure of successful densification in

laser sintering of a polymer [186], visible in Figure 4.10. The trend of height
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drop due to consolidation is discussed further in section 4.2.2. Another

example of part blade interactions is also demonstrated in the sintered area

of layer 16. The inset shows the broken end of the specimen which had

been caught by the powder recoating blade. The remaining defects in the

sintered region reduces in size in subsequent layers and is hard to discern

by layer 22.
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Figure 4.10. Tensile test specimen at 165 °C, processed at 17 W with a
scan speed of 2500 mm s−1. A 0.1 mm to 0.15 mm drop due to sintering is
observed. Possible causes of the high edges are non-optimised settings for
contours, an optical effect of the side of the drop or localised warping at the
edge of the part [58, 201]. The profile was taken from the same region as
shown in Figure 4.9. The inset shows the powder bed after the sintering of
layer 16, the part-blade interaction happened when the fresh powder was
spread for the sintering of layer 16.

Process signatures

Reducing the point cloud data of the powder bed surfaces to numerical

quantities that are representative of performance allows for simple process

control decisions. Two such measures are presented here.
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Figure 4.11 shows that height drop due to consolidation, an indicator of

the success of sintering, is clearly seen in the 17 W data. The drop due

to consolidation on the first layer is significant, close to the layer height of

0.1 mm, and the general trend over the next 10 layers is towards increasing

drop due to consolidation. The increasing height drop due to consolidation

as the build progresses is expected but does not fit the geometric series

proposed by Zhang et al. [106], see Figure 4.12. The value of β, see

equation 1 in Chapter 2, for the 17 W build is calculated to be 0.468 with a

95% confidence interval of 0.466 – 0.471.

The corresponding graph for the 4 W build, Figure 4.11a, shows no

discernible trends due to excessive curl and limited consolidation. As the

maximum height drop is dependent on both the powder packing efficiency

and the degree of consolidation, it is possible to estimate the degree of

consolidation in-process. Figure 4.11b also shows that random defects

during the process, see Figure 4.10, can be detected in the drop due to

consolidation process signature.
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Figure 4.11. Mean distance from nominal of consolidated powder. Powder
gouging was detected when > 0.1% of the powder bed was measured at
> 300 µm below nominal.

In contrast to height drop due to consolidation, the maximum height

of the consolidated area, see Figure 4.13, indicated whether sintering is

proceeding without curling. Figure 4.13 (a) shows the effect of an isolated
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error on the maximum height reached above the powder bed for the 4 W

build. Both before and after layer 16, the maximum distance from the nominal

powder bed surface is about 150 µm. The magnitude of the change makes

this derived process signature suitable for in-process control decisions as

it can be reliably be detected in-process, see the inset of Figure 4.10 for a

height map of the part blade interaction which led to part of the consolidated

region being dragged along with the recoating blade. Figure 4.13 (b) shows

the instability of the 4 W parameter choice as the maximum height from

the powder bed increases up to the final layer (30) and then decreases

as new powder covers the warped part. The inflection point around layer

20 is thought to be caused by blade interactions, see Section 4.3.1 for a

suggested mechanism, and is another clear indication of process issues

beyond the increasing amount of curling seen before layer 20.
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Figure 4.12. The data from the 17 W build has the function suggested by
Zhang et al. [106] fitted to the first 15 layers of the build. It clearly does not
fit. The data from the 27 W build appears to fit better, but after layer 10 the
data has a trend towards less drop due to consolidation so it is unclear how
representative the fit is.
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Figure 4.13. The evolution of maximum height of the consolidated area for
both builds. The influence of erroneously measured points was mitigated by
removing the top 0.01% of data which has not changed the overall trend of
results. a) 17 W build with the defect in layer 16 shown by the outlying point
b) 4 W build with a clear deviation from the steady state results shown in a).
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4.2.3 Curvature based analysis

Curvature analysis is presented here to demonstrate its ability to highlight

defects found in the powder bed of a polymer PBF process, and segment the

3D data into powder bed and consolidated polymer regions. Three separate

maps of gradient curvature, mean curvature and prominence can be seen

in Figure 4.14. These are the three metrics that will be used in this section

to analyse the point clouds of the in-process powder bed surface.

Segmentation

Segmentation of a point cloud consists of dividing the data into semantic-

ally labelled categories. Using segmentation, the point clouds of a polymer

PBF powder bed can be labelled as either powder bed or consolidated

polymer. The segmentation allows for the powder bed and regions that

will form the part to be analysed separately. A more complex segmenta-

tion procedure could label consolidated regions depending on the model

they are a part of. The curvature based segmentation demonstrated here

uses common image segmentation techniques such as binarisation, erosion

and dilation to create a logical mask and then refine it to only include the

consolidated region of the powder bed. To create the mask, the binarised

Gaussian and mean curvature maps as well as the binarised prominence

map were combined to select the consolidated region of the powder bed.

The binariseation thresholds were set using the common Otsu technique

[202].

Powder bed analysis

The curvature maps of the powder bed show several features that are

present in every layer’s scan. These features could be caused by particles
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Layer 16 Gaussian Curvature Map
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(a) Gaussian curvatureLayer 16 Mean Curvature Map
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(b) Mean curvatureLayer 16 Prominance Variation Map
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(c) Prominence

Figure 4.14. Curvature and prominence maps of layer 16 of the build
with a 165 °C powder bed surface, 17 W laser power, laser scan speed
of 2500 mm s−1 and a hatch spacing of 250 µm. All point cloud measures
calculated with a kernel corresponding to a size of 5 mm.
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stuck to the P100 viewing window, but irrespective of their source since they

appear in every layer scan it can be assumed that are not a feature of the

powder bed surface which gets refreshed every layer.

Consolidated region analysis

The produced part segmentation mask extends a small distance past the

consolidated region and into the heaped powder regions. This can be seen

in the segmented height map shown in Figure 4.15. Because of the inclusion

of the powder heaps around the edge of the parts, the change in segmented

outline between layers indicates the change in relative sizes of the powder

heaps around the consolidated region. To more clearly see the heaping that

occurs, the median of the even and odd layers was calculated and then

plotted together. Figure 4.16 shows the left hand edge of the consolidated

region. Figure 4.17 shows that the heaping around the edges of parts occurs

before the part is fully consolidated, but the measurement was likely taken

after the border scan had been completed, therefore, it is possible that the

powder heaping is a result of the extreme edge of the border scan curling

up and interacting with the powder being spread. Potential mechanisms are

covered in Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.15. The segmented heightmap of layer 1 of the 17 W build.

Four identical parts, equally spaced in the powder bed were built with

a bed temperature of 165 °C, a laser power of 27 W, a scan speed of
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Figure 4.16. The median height map for odd and even layers in the 17 W
build. Odd layers were consolidated after powder had been deposited from
left to right, with even layers have powder deposited in the opposite direction.
95 % confidence intervals calculated from the error on the mean.
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Figure 4.17. Height map of a partially consolidated tensile test specimen,
powder heaping can be seen around the edges. Build parameters were
a bed temperature of 165 °C, a laser power of 27 W, a scan speed of
2500 mm s−1 and a hatch spacing of 250 µm.
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2500 mm s−1 and a hatch spacing of 250 µm. The part second closest to

the front, the positive y direction in the figure is the front, developed the

defect on the boundary of the part, which persisted and could be seen in

the final part. XCT results suggest the defect is the result of a high point

persisting through many layers and disrupting the normal sintering process,

see Figure 4.18. The defect can also be seen in the curvature maps see

Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.18. XCT slice of a tensile test specimen, produced with a bed
temperature of 165 °C, a laser power of 27 W, a scan speed of 2500 mm s−1

and a hatch spacing of 250 µm. Build direction is from left to right
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Layer 19 Gaussian Curvature Map
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(a) Gaussian curvatureLayer 19 Mean Curvature Map
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(b) Mean curvature
Layer 19 Prominance Variation Map
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(c) Prominence

Figure 4.19. Curvature and prominence maps of layer 19 of the 27 W build.
The defect is visible in all three maps, from layer 16 onwards at an approx-
imate location of (-50, -40).
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4.3 Discussion

The data analysed had pertinent process information at multiple scales

and magnitudes. Powder-scale localised issues with powder spreading, sec-

tion 4.2.2, were small scale and small in magnitude. Curling, section 4.2.2,

was caused by issues in process parameter selection and was large scale

and large magnitude. The measured drop due to consolidation, Figure 4.10,

was large scale but small magnitude. Finally, the defect in the 27 W part,

Figures 4.18 and 4.19, was small scale but large in magnitude.

The in-process surfaces have features at multiple scales which require

multiple analysis techniques to extract relevant information from the varied

features [203]. The roughly 250 µm spacing of measured points on the

powder bed mean particle-level effects are unlikely to be visible in the data.

However, even with the spatial resolution limitation, the process signatures

and powder spreading information show that important information, such as

impending part failure and poor powder spreading can be obtained. As can

be seen in Figure 4.5, the transition from no visible consolidation to a build

failure due to curling occurs at far lower energy densities than the builds

with the most successful layers. Therefore, having just enough energy to

consolidate the layer is not the optimal processing point at the specified

temperature, due to severe curling. The general trend discovered was that

as the temperature was increased the parts built for more layers before an

error occurred. The inconsistency of results found may be due to variability

in the process.

Under high-temperature conditions, it was noted that all builds had at least

some degree of sintering. However, the parts created with the lowest energy

density were considerably weaker than other test specimens, causing one

of the three samples to break as it was removed from the build chamber.

The only failure mode observed in the high-temperature processing was
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polymer degradation, which can cause polymer particulates to obscure the

laser glass and cause a degradation of mechanical properties.

At the lowest temperatures, successful sintering was not achieved be-

cause, when enough energy was delivered to consolidate the powder, curl-

ing caused build failure. A potential cause of this failure mode is excessive

thermal differentials and rapid cooling due to a cold powder bed. In the low-

temperature conditions, the parameter sets that showed no visible indication

of sintering during the process also led to no sintering. Curling occurred in

some builds where no sintering was visible, demonstrating that the naked

eye is not always sufficient to identify whether partial consolidation has

occurred in areas scanned by the laser. These results show the need for

high-quality process monitoring for automated classification of the process

outcomes.

It should be noted that smaller particles are preferentially heated when

the laser imparts energy [204], due to the volume of polymer requiring

heating being smaller. This preferential heating causes higher peak temper-

atures and greater chances of polymer degradation. Therefore, particle size

distribution needs consideration when process monitoring and control are

performed. Also, since all values for laser power and scan speed are nom-

inal, it is conceivable that the recorded values of both deviate significantly

from the actual values.

However, the mechanical testing of the high temperature process map-

ping shows the onset of sintering occurring at an energy density previously

reported in literature, 0.012 J mm−2 [28, 69, 70]. Compared to previous

literature, the onset of sintering visible at the dashed line in Figure 4.6 is

better defined as are the issues with energy density, discussed in Chapter 2.

The two sets of repeated measurements, circled on Figure 4.6, demonstrate

the variability of builds since each result is the average of three tensile tests

of parts from the same layer of the same build.
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4.3.1 Process insights

There were no occurrences of catastrophic curling at the highest temper-

ature builds because excessive polymer degradation (i.e. producing thick

white smoke) occurs at a lower energy density than the point where in-

duced residual stresses cause failure of the build. Even when parts were

successfully built at lower temperatures, blade interactions occurred. For

the build shown in Figure 4.9, the highest point of the consolidated area

alternates between the left and right hand sides towards the end of the build

process, when the magnitude of the curl is greatest. This pattern of data

can be interpreted as the part being rocked by the blade as it spreads a

new layer of powder, tipping up the end of the part over which the blade

passed first. This means that when the blade returns to spread the next

layer it passes over the curled end of the part previously pushed into the

powder bed and then proceeds to continue spreading powder until it makes

contact with the elevated side of the part. This contact pushes the elev-

ated side of the part down. As the blade continues to spread powder the

continued contact with the curled part has the effect of pivoting the other

side of the part into an elevated position, because there are no support

structures holding it down. This cycle repeats and can be most clearly seen

in layers 27 - 30 in Figure 4.9. The inflection point in Figure 4.13b can be

interpreted as a steady increase in curl as the build progress, followed by

the inflection point where a different process occurs. The rocking of the

part discussed in Section 4.2.2 reduces the amount of powder above the

raised end when laser heating occurs. This increase the heating effect of

the laser and promotes increased warping at the extreme ends of the part.

The more the part rocks, the more likely it is to warp which will make the

part rock more. The overall shape of the lengthwise cross sections agrees

with previous literature that describes the large radius of the main curve of

the part, along with increased curling at the extreme edges of a part [58,
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201]. Three phenomena have been linked to curling: thermal differentials

causing differential stresses; densification and shrinkage upon cooling [25,

58]. It has also been shown that the cooling rate of polymer laser sintered

parts has a measurable impact on mechanical properties [205]. In contrast

to the curling, which gets worse with each new layer, Figure 4.13 a) shows

evidence of self-repair of a potentially catastrophic defect. This self-repair

shows how the evolution of a defect needs to be understood before process

control remedies can be considered. It also demonstrates how large defects

could be hidden inside AM parts with little to no external indication of issues.

The detection of both these failure modes is important because quick de-

tection of a potential build failure could save significant time and cost when

producing small numbers of AM parts.

Whilst not a failure mode, the heaping of powder at the edges of the

produced part shows an interaction between the consolidated region and

the powder spreader blade, see Figure 4.16. The exact creation mechanism

is unclear but it appears that the powder forms a ramp up to warped edges

of the consolidated region during powder spreading. When powder is spread

over the opposite edge of the part, the reduced size of ramp suggests a

powder deposition shadow. It is unclear why the ramp of powder should

increase the maximum height after consolidation. Compliance of the powder

bed to the part being pushed down by the powder could cause an increase

in height, but the scale of powder ramp and the retained high point after

consolidation seem difficult to produce with just the release of pressure

after powder has been spread. Extra curling due to the border scan could

produce the maximum height after consolidation, but this mechanism seems

unlikely to produce the large ramp. Whilst rocking of the part due to blade

interactions could produce asymmetric heights and leave powder ramps

after spreading, the effect was seen in non-curled builds, and in builds with

clear curl the ramp was taller than the depression of the opposite side of the
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part. A combination of these described effects could potentially be the cause

of the height maps seen in Figure 4.16, but further research is needed to

identify the mechanism responsible.

It is interesting to note that the maximum height from nominal after layer

30 decreases faster than the lowering of the part due to new layers of powder

being spread, see Figure 4.13 b). This could be the result of the thermal

stresses of the part reducing as the rate of heat loss from the top surface

is reduced due to the insulating layers of powder spread on top. However,

without thermo-mechanical simulations of the phenomenon or powder bed

penetrating measurements, it is difficult to give a definitive interpretation of

the varied reduction rates of the height above the nominal.

The defect seen in the 27 W build shown in Figure 4.19 has several

unusual features visible in the XCT scans of the region, see Figure 4.18.

The large voids of un-sintered powder, separated by consolidated regions

seem to be related to the central spike like defect that is visible from layer

19 until the final layer, 30. There are high levels of porosity in the part,

but that is to be expected since the part was produced with high energy

density. Without pre and post consolidation powder bed scans, it is difficult

to determine the root cause of the defect. However, the origin of the defect

does not appear to be a foreign contaminant such as a hair.

Of the many potential failure modes in laser sintering [25, 26], the ones

directly observed in these experiments were polymer degradation, lack of

sintering, catastrophic curling and excess thickness/width. These results

suggest numerous avenues for future work. Repeating similar experiments

on differing machines with different measurement strategies would investig-

ate the universality and detectability of the process signatures discussed

here. How surface topography evolves when defects occur is another im-

portant question. If process monitoring detects a defect in the powder bed

surface, only detailed knowledge of the expected evolution of such a surface
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can determine whether process control needs to intervene. This detailed

knowledge can be obtained through three-dimensional measurements of

the powder bed surface during the process. More detailed analysis of the

built parts would help to create a clearer picture of the mechanisms by

which process signatures impact final part properties. For example, the drop

due to consolidation could act as an indication of consolidation success.

Improved frameworks for the analysis of the in-process surface measure-

ments are also required. One example is determining the best solutions

for efficient CAD comparison and process success categorisations: without

these frameworks process control cannot be reliably implemented.

4.3.2 Segmentation of point cloud data

The localised nature of the curvature calculation ignores the large scale

variation present due to the undulations in the scans. Therefore, the curvature

based analysis did not need a reference powder bed scan subtraction for

processing of data showing the increased robustness of the method when

compared to height based thresholding. However, the curvature based seg-

mentation did struggle with the heaped powder next to parts, and the impact

on segmentation of using a kernel to increase the speed of processing

curvature was not investigated. Given the success of using a priori part slice

information to identify consolidation regions in literature [94, 206], it could

be that curvature based segmentation is best used for detecting defects

in powder spreading. Curvature analysis could still be applied inside the

CAD segmented region to check if any anomalous regions are inside the

consolidated region.
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4.3.3 Process signatures

When Zhang et al. [106]’s powder consolidation drop function, was fit-

ted to the data from all layers apart from layers 16-24, because of the

defect on layer 16, the result is as shown in Figure 4.11. The convergence

rate of the experimental data is much slower than that of the model, see

Equation (2.19), and the brief experimental results for polycarbonate layer

thickness presented by Berzins et al. [186] [186]. It is possible that the

semi crystalline polyamide melt behaves differently enough to the metal and

amorphous polymer melt pools so that the simple geometric series is no

longer valid. Another potential reason for the lack of fit is that the sub-optimal

powder bed temperature of 165 °C used for the build meant that minor warp-

ing interfered with the measured drop due to consolidation. However, no

significant warping was seen in the data. The approximately 10 s fringe

projection scan time could contribute to a poor fit to the suggested trend.

However, it would be expected that such a systematic measurement error

would uniformly reduce the measured drop due to consolidation, and not

change the fitting quality of the data. Finally, the differences between layer

heights are smaller than the accuracy of the system, but the heights are

calculated from the average of approximately 40,000 points so stochastic

measurement error is unlikely to be the cause. If the experimental data’s

poor fit with equation 4 in Chapter 2 is due to the process map location of

the build, it suggests that drop due to consolidation can indicate successful

sintering within approximately five consolidated layers.

The maximum height above the powder bed appears to be a very stable

process signature that only deviates from normal values when a defect has

occurred. The differentiation between a random defect causing a blade inter-

action and systematic process parameter issues leading to curling appears

simple enough for basic statistical process control methods to successfully

classify, such as control charts. This process signature appears to be best
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suited for immediate application into a commercial system because of the

lack of analysis required to infer process state from the process signature.

4.4 Directions for further research

Despite the 250 µm spacing of measurement points on the powder bed,

several process signatures and multiple process insights were gained from

the measurements. It is unknown whether particle-level resolution would

increase the number or quality of process signatures and insights that can be

derived from in-process fringe projection data. A higher temporal resolution

could capture the gradual drop due to consolidation of the heated areas.

Estimates in the literature for the densification timescale of virgin polyamide

12 vary from <0.5 s [41] to 18 s [30] so in-process measurements would

bring clarity as to the magnitude of this important timescale. It is unclear

whether the more accurately derived Frenkel-Eshelby model was used by

Haworth et al. The Frenkel-Eshelby model was used by Peyre et al. although

it was erroneously referred to as the Frenkel model.

An extra scan after powder spreading but before consolidation could

be beneficial for the study of some process signatures, such as maximum

height above the powder bed and the difference in powder bed surface

between alternating layers. This would allow for a clear distinction of which

steps of the processing procedure were associated which which process

signatures.

The maximum utility of in-process monitoring is when the measured

process state is analysed and informs the in-process control before the next

layer is deposited and consolidated. The presented measurements required

delaying the sintering process and all analysis was post-process, therefore

more work is needed to explore what hardware and software combina-

tions are required to obtain real-time analysis of the in-process monitoring
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data. Techniques such as graphics processor unit (GPU) acceleration of

high speed fringe projection data acquisition [207] could be applied to this

problem.

Jamal and Dalgarno presented computational results suggesting almost

all curling occurred when the final layer was cooled down and covered in

colder powder [201]. This is contrary to the trend seen in Figure 4.13 where

curl gradually increases throughout the build. It is possible that their predic-

tions are correct for minor curl, but a more detailed in-process monitoring

study would be required to determine the validity of their predictions across

the process map.

4.5 Conclusion

In summary, the experimental work shows that fringe projection can be

used for in-process monitoring of polymer PBF to prevent structural defects

forming during the build. Fringe projection can quickly detect structural

defects which are potentially catastrophic to the build such as curling and

irregular level drops and is, therefore, suitable for dynamic process control.

The information gained during the process could be used to perform in-situ

modifications of process parameters as well as to repair detected defects

[183].

Curling is always undesirable and can be used as a signal that interven-

tion is required from process control. It was, in fact, one of the strongest

in-process signatures measured. However, the link between curling and final

part properties cannot be easily drawn since polymer degradation occurs

before curling at optimal temperatures.

The presented measurements also place bounds on the sensitivity of both

direct and indirect depth measurements required for in-process monitoring
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of the laser sintering powder bed. The process signatures discussed are

likely to be universal across all PBF techniques, though the measurement

methods required might vary across specific processes.

Fringe projection has been demonstrated in detecting both quality of

consolidation and magnitude of curl through analysis of the powder bed

surface topography, suggesting this technique could be incorporated into a

process monitoring system for laser sintering. The commercial measurement

system gave acceptable data quality for a significant area of the build, but

a fully integrated system could improve both on speed of acquisition and

powder bed resolution.
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Chapter 5

In-process monitoring of high

speed sintering with fringe

projection

5.1 Introduction

To complement the data obtained from the laser PBF process, it was

decided that a different polymer PBF process should be investigated with

a custom designed system to see the universality of the features of the

in-process monitoring point clouds. HSS was chosen because the method

of polymer consolidation is significantly different from laser PBF, but it is

also a commercially relevant technology with multiple machine vendors

developing variants of HSS. A legacy prototype machine was available for

development work, so was chosen for observation. The previous commercial

fringe projection monitoring system could not be used to monitor the HSS

process because of the high contrast of the surfaces and the required

speed of observation, this meant that a further system was devised. A

representation of the chosen HSS system, and the final monitoring solution
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can be seen in Figure 5.1. An overview of the design of the system will be

presented before a description of the experimental methodology and results.

Figure 5.1. Computer rendering of the fringe projection system showing the
optical constraints of the system.

5.1.1 System design

Because the HSS machine could not be monitored by the same commer-

cial system as used for LS, a custom system needed to be designed. This

required the consideration of many factors from the synchronisation with the

HSS process to the optical challenges of viewing the build volume from the

side.

Design constraints

The main design constraints of the fringe projection monitoring system

were being able to measure the whole powder bed without interrupting

the printing process, and doing so at a resolution that provided sufficient

detail for analysis. A particle-scale spacing of measurement points on the

powder bed was targeted, which is roughly 50 µm for most commonly used

commercial grades of polymer for laser PBF. The speed of the measurement

process relative to the measurement window in the HSS process is critical,

as quantified by Hirsch et al. [43]. It was decided that no reduction in the
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speed of part production could be justified, Therefore, the powder spreading

and consolidating processes were timed and there was found to be between

one and five seconds to capture the data. The HSS process produces

very dark consolidated regions that have a high contrast to the surrounding

powder bed. This was an important design consideration because dark

surfaces reflect less light and reflected light is crucial for the measurement

technique. If not enough light reaches the camera sensor, then the phase

determination and all other steps that follow will have poor quality data.

There were several machine specific design considerations, mainly con-

sequences of the machine being a legacy prototype machine. These in-

cluded the fact that the HSS machine vibrated significantly at the end of

each carriage stroke due to sudden carriage deceleration, and the deceler-

ation could not be modified in the firmware. Therefore the measurements

would need to be taken before the sudden deceleration, or the whole meas-

urement system needed to be attached very rigidly. Also, the first build after

a period of inactivity would fail due to curling, due to poor powder bed warm

up characteristics. The heat imparted into the powder bed by the sintering

lamp was often enough to allow the next attempted build to succeed due

to residual heat. An occasional software bug could lead to a failed build

at any point in a build, so the builds were designed with redundancy and

parts aligned within the x – y plane. Another occasional error would result

in a failure to consolidate a layer, presumed to be a control system error

leading to the infrared lamp not turning on during the sintering pass. This

type of process failure did not mean a build had to be restarted, so it was

treated as an opportunity to investigate the process failure. Whilst the meas-

urement process occurred outside the build chamber, the build removal

process liberated significant quantities of powder into the machine’s room,

which then settled on most surfaces. Because the projector’s light source

was a bulb which got hot enough to need high airflow cooling, there was
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a significant risk of polymer powder being passed over the hot bulb and

eventually obscuring light emission. To prevent this thermoplastic powder

from being melted onto the projector’s bulb, a filtered airflow system was

fabricated using LS for the complex shapes required to fit closely to the

projector’s body.

Scheimpflug principle

It was impossible to monitor from the region directly above the powder

bed because there was no optical access. Therefore, projection onto and

monitoring of the powder bed had to be done from the side of the machine.

It was determined that the geometric constraints of the imaging system

meant both the projector and camera had to view the powder bed from

outside the build chamber, thus avoiding the challenges of integrating a

projector and a camera into a heated build chamber. The angle needed

to clearly view the powder bed, approximately 45°, was large enough that

the Scheimpflug principle was needed to focus on the whole of the powder

bed. With a conventional lens, the optical axis of the lens is aligned with the

optical axis of the sensor, leading to the focal plane being perpendicular to

the optical axis of the sensor. When viewing a plane at an angle, this leads

to the depth of field volume only partially intersecting with the object plane.

If the optical axis of the lens is rotated with respect to the imaging sensor’s

optical axis, the region of focus can be angled and translated with respect

to the imaging sensor’s optical axis, see Figure 5.2. It is, therefore, possible

to image an angled plane and see the whole surface in focus, providing the

camera positioning is accurate enough for the wedge of focus of the system.

This makes it possible to collect in-focus fringe projection data across the

powder bed.

The chamber window of the HSS system provided a clear view of the

powder bed, but also functioned as access to the build chamber for the
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Figure 5.2. A simplified diagram of the Scheimpflug principle. Reproduced
with permission from [208].
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removal of completed builds. Therefore, the monitoring equipment could

not interfere significantly with the operation of the door. This required either

a dynamic sensor mounting solution that moved into place once the door

was closed, or a static sensor solution that did not prevent the door opening

to a roughly horizontal position. Whilst the latter solution did represent a

reduction of work space for operators, it was decided it was an acceptable

inconvenience. If this concession had not been made, only a dynamic sensor

mounting would have been possible for viewing the powder bed. This was

discounted because mounting the monitoring system to the door could

have twisted the steel frame surround and shattered the glass with the

approximately 10 kg of equipment, see Figure 5.1. The available optics for

the system resulted in the camera’s field of view covering a region slightly

larger than the HSS build region whilst the projector’s field of view extended

further in all directions. This can also be seen in Figure 5.1.

Choice of camera

There are both industrial and consumer cameras that would be suitable

for the fringe projection system. Consumer cameras are generally cheaper

than industrial cameras with similar specifications, but lack the ability to

load captured images into the computer’s memory, saving to the hard drives

instead. This would have increased the time to process images to an unac-

ceptable level and an industrial camera was chosen. The next design choice

was the camera sensor specifications.

When designing the optical metrology system, the camera sensor was an

integral part of the design calculations as an increased number of pixels has

the potential to increase the resolution of the fringe projection system. How-

ever, for the same overall size of imaging sensor, more pixels on a sensor

will mean the individual pixels are smaller. Smaller pixels reduce the incident
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light flux, which reduces the performance of a fringe projection system due

to a reduced signal to noise ratio. Smaller pixels also mean a smaller depth

of field because the acceptable blurring, or circle of confusion, is reduced

in size for smaller pixels. Finally, having more pixels does also increase

processing time for all operations after image capture. Despite the potential

issues with a higher resolution sensor, it was decided to maximise pixel

count to aim for particle level resolution on the powder bed. The speed of im-

age acquisition aimed for was four frames per second, allowing for temporal

unwrapping techniques to be used in the measurement time available. The

area of imaging sensors mainly come in standard sizes, ranging from those

found in devices such as smart phones and tablets (representative diagonal

measurements would be 3 mm to 6 mm), up to those found in dedicated

professional digital cameras (representative diagonal measurements would

be 15 mm to 27 mm). Full-frame imaging sensors, so called because of the

image sensor’s dimensional similarity to film stock, are the largest commonly

available sensor size. They were chosen as the target specification because

the larger pixel area allowed for a better signal to noise ratio.

Method of fringe pattern production

It is possible to perform fringe projection with an interference grating and

precision actuation but the flexibility of digital fringe projection leads to it

being chosen over analogue fringe creation because it allows for greater

freedom in pattern encoding strategies. Digital fringe projection can suffer

from errors due to pixel quantisation [171], but the ability to project arbitrary

digital patterns was seen as more important to the fringe projection process.

There are several common ways for consumer digital projectors to project

an image. Digital light processing (DLP) uses a digital micromirror device

(DMD) to project greyscale images. Colour is achieved with either a colour
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wheel or using three separated coloured light sources with separate DMDs

whose light paths are integrated together before being projected. A colour

wheel has segments with different coloured filters that are spun through the

optical path of the projector to impart their colour on the white light passing

through. A minimum of three segments (red, green, blue) are required but it

is common for other colours to be present to improve the appearance of the

projected image.

The mirror based, DLP, projection method has two main advantages

over other consumer projection techniques. The fill factor is very high in

DLP [162], which is the percentage of every pixel site that actually reflects

light for the image. Also, because the reflectivity of the mirrors is high the

contrast between an on pixel and an off pixel is high compared to competing

techniques [209]. This increases the signal to noise ratio of the images

captured which improves the quality of the calculated phase.

The light source is an important component of the projection system. The

most common light sources are high pressure mercury vapour lamps, or

the related metal halide lamps. They have a spectral range that includes

some ultraviolet and little infrared. An alternative bulb chemistry is xenon,

whose spectral range has very little UV and a significant proportion of near

infrared radiation. The amount of thermal energy delivered to the powder

bed is an important consideration. Therefore, DLP is a suitable technique

for structured light projection, as long as the imaging exposures are longer

than several rotations of the colour wheel or they are synchronised with the

colour wheel.

Organisation of the measurement system

It was decided to separate the co-ordination of fringe projection and

triggering from the capture of and processing of images. This reduces the
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possibilities of variable processing times impacting the correctly timed cap-

ture of fringe projection images, because each set of images was buffered in

the camera before being processed by the computer program. The buffering

meant that even if the Matlab script requested the images after the next

layer’s monitoring had begun, they would be successfully transferred. A

Raspberry Pi 3B+ was chosen for the triggering of the camera because

of the modest computational load of displaying the fringe patterns at the

camera refresh rate 1920 × 1080 progressive scan (1080p). There was also

a need for interfacing with optical sensors to ascertain the position of the

HSS carriage, which the Raspberry Pi could accomplish simply.

The Raspberry Pi ran a Python script that confirmed the camera was

available to capture an image, then projected each fringe image in suc-

cession, triggering the camera and waiting until the camera exposure had

finished before proceeding to the next fringe pattern. Sensing where the

print head was throughout the build was achieved with a pair of optical

distance sensors pictured in figure 5.3. The Matlab script waited for a set

of fringe patterns to be captured before saving the images to the hard

drive. This was needed because the time taken to calculate the phase and

unwrap it for each frequency was longer than the temporal measurement

opportunity. This required the point cloud scans to be calculated after the

process because the Matlab script would not be able to capture each new

set of fringes. Due to the value of the unwrapped phase of each pixel being

independent of all other pixels the temporal phase unwrapping technique is

suitable for translation to a GPU for processing. By processing the captured

images with a GPU it could help make the analysis possible in-process but

this is beyond the scope of this work.
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5.1.2 System specifications

A 26.2MP Allied Vision GigE camera, GT5120 monochrome global shut-

ter industrial camera, pixel size of 4.5 µm, was used with an Optoma HD142X

projector. The DLP projector was a consumer model that cost approximately

£500. The camera had a maximum frame rate of 4.59 with a default 8 bit

monochrome colour depth. Colour depth refers to the number of intensity

levels possible in an image, with 8 bits giving 256 levels and 10 bits giving

1024 levels. Using the 10 bit recording option halved the camera’s maximum

rate of capture. The lens used on the camera was a Lensbaby Edge 80

(80 mm focal length) tilt lens, to enable the whole of the powder bed to be in

focus, as discussed in Section 5.1.1. The lens aperture was set to f/16, the

camera was tilted to about 50° from horizontal, with a 12° pan to the right.

The lens was tilted vertically to approximately 15°. This meant the hinge

point of the wedge of focus was roughly 420 mm below the camera, which

coincided with the plane of the powder bed surface. This gave a theoretical

angular depth of field of about 3°. A focus pattern was printed by the HSS

system onto the powder bed for verifying camera focus. A projected pattern

could not be used because the projected image was not in focus across

the field of view of the camera. The droplet spacing on the powder bed of

the printed pattern was 70 µm, roughly twice the camera pixel spacing of

30 µm on the powder bed. This did not appear to be an issue since it was

not possible to resolve individual droplets in the pattern. A picture of the

completed system can be seen in figure 5.4
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Figure 5.3. The optical distance sensors for triggering the measurement
process. Sensors were placed in custom 3D printed housings and the
housings were attached to the glass access door with double sided adhesive
tape.

Figure 5.4. The fringe projection monitoring system attached to the HSS
system. For monitoring the HSS build, the system was moved closer than
pictured to reduce vibrations caused by the powder recoating mechanism.
The filtered airflow system was not fitted at the time of the picture, but was
installed for monitoring.
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5.2 Methodology

In order to investigate if process signatures can be detected in HSS, point

cloud surface measurements of the powder bed were collected during a

build consisting of the same geometry produced multiple times with one

HSS processing variable changed.

5.2.1 Fringe projection measurements

Point cloud surface measurements were made of the in-process powder

bed twice per layer, before and after sintering. Whilst the system could

also measure the powder bed surface, the contrast between the white

powder and the black consolidated regions surpassed the dynamic range

of the camera, therefore the consolidation performance was chosen for

evaluation because of the greater insight into the sintering process. After

the powder spreading stroke occurred, the mainly white powder bed could

be measured by displaying the fringe patterns for a fraction of the camera

exposure time, preventing overexposure of the captured images. A fringe

image was displayed for at least one frame (16.7 ms), followed by black

frames, emulating a shorter camera exposure time which meant that the

captured images were not overexposed.

5.2.2 Acquisition parameters

Due to the low contrast of the projected fringes on the consolidated re-

gions, the exposure time of the images had to be increased to 0.5 s, allowing

for a combination of three high frequency and six low frequency fringes

to be projected on every sinter stroke. The chosen temporal unwrapping

approach was number theory and the high frequency fringe patterns had 59

fringes across the projector’s image, whilst the low frequency fringe patterns
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had 11 fringes across the projector’s image. The low frequency fringes had

more phase shifts to compensate for their greater phase noise, because

number theory unwrapping requires both frequencies to successfully phase

unwrap. The longer exposure time also allowed for a smaller aperture thus

increasing the depth of field to cover most of the powder bed. In contrast the

powder spreading stroke was captured with three low frequency and three

high frequency phase shifts because the measurement window was shorter.

The minimum time required to collect the fringe projection images meant

that some powder bed movement could occur during image capture which

led to possible sources of noise in the measurements.

5.2.3 Build layout

Two geometries were chosen for builds to maximise the potential process

insights possible through analysis of the in-process powder bed surface

measurements. All geometries were weighed after manual powder removal,

with scraping of partly sintered powder particles being required.

Tensile test specimens

In order to test the mechanical consequences of the varied build para-

meters, tensile test specimens were built and tested. Because of the small

build volume of the HSS system, reduced size tensile test specimens were

arranged in pairs in twelve stacks with a density-artefact in between, see

Figure 5.5. Each set of parts was separated by 20 unconsolidated layers

of powder. Labels were applied in relief to all specimens to denote both

position in build and layer number. The labels were applied to the clamped

regions of the tensile test specimens to minimise any potential effect on the

mechanical properties of the produced specimens.
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Density-artefacts

To complement the mechanical testing, density-artefacts were designed

to be built alongside the tensile test specimens. They were sized to fill space

between the gauge lengths of the tensile specimens, whilst not interfering

with their successful consolidation. Four spheres were placed in the middle

of the rectangle’s corners to aid with post-process dimensional measure-

ments, since measuring a sphere’s centre averages out many systematic

and stochastic error sources. To reduce ambiguity due to rotational sym-

metry, the diameter of one of the spheres was made smaller. To simplify

fixturing for measurements, the centres of the spheres were moved so that

a plane was formed by the sphere surfaces when placed on a flat sur-

face. The density-artefacts were measured with a Nikon MCT225 computed

tomography system, with a voxel size of approximately 20 µm. However,

issues with data processing meant the volumes of the samples could not be

calculated.

Figure 5.5. Bitmap used for ink deposition for one of the layers of the first set
of geometries built. Labelling was used to notate orientation, position (F for
front, R for rear of build chamber) and repeat number. The density-artefact
did not require labelling because of the lack of rotational symmetry of the
part.
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5.2.4 Processing parameters

The polymer used in the builds was a semi-crystalline thermoplastic

elastomer (TPE) with an average particle size of about 70 µm. Previous suc-

cessful processing of the polymer had achieved ultimate tensile strengths

of approximately 8 MPa and elongation at break of over 100 % and up to

200 %. A droplet volume coverage of 6000 pL mm−2 was considered the

optimal processing parameter for the material due to previous process

experience. To investigate the relationship between this variable and consol-

idation, the droplet volume coverage was varied between 2500 pL mm−2 and

8000 pL mm−2. For the blank layers separating the stacks, the sinter stroke

lamp output was set at 50 %. This kept the powder warm before the next

layer of powder was spread on top. The processing parameters for each

successive layer of parts in the build can be seen in Table 5.1. The build was

arranged into two sections, with nominally optimal processing parameters

used for control builds at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the

overall build. Each section had the same parameter sets, but the order was

randomly assigned. This approached reduced the impact of confounding

effects from the overall position in the series of builds, or the parameter sets

of the neighbouring build. It was expected that poor system thermal mass

would lead to a weakly consolidated first stack. This was accounted for by

building two repeats of the control parameters at the beginning of the build.

Every HSS layer had a powder spreading stroke followed by a print

and sinter stroke. If the layer was blank with no regions to consolidate,

the infrared heating lamp still turned on to heat the powder bed surface

up to temperature, ready for the next layer of powder to be spread. The

selected TPE powder required the blank layers between parts to have a

50 % sintering lamp intensity to prevent the powder sticking to the roller. The

cohesive nature of the powder meant that the roller occasionally dropped

small heaps of fresh powder onto the consolidating regions, which could
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Stack number Droplet Volume / pL mm−2

1 6,000

2 6,000

3 2,500

4 3,500

5 8,000

6 4,500

7 6,000

8 8,000

9 9,000

10 2,500

11 3,500

12 6,000

Table 5.1. Processing parameters for the HSS builds.

embed partially consolidated polymer particles into the bulk of the part, see

Figure 5.10. The small heaps of powder were clearly visible against the

darker, printed and consolidated regions which meant they could be easily

detected in both visible and near IR images of the powder bed surface.

5.2.5 Thermal monitoring

Over the course of the build, temperature measurements were recorded

as part of the standard build logging for the HSS machine. Temperatures

were recorded for the powder bed surface and several locations around the

machine, including the walls of the build chamber. An infrared camera also

captured an image from above the powder bed after every powder spreading

or sintering pass. This provided a record of the state of the powder bed for

every layer, but was not calibrated so could not give thermal distribution

across the powder bed surface.
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5.2.6 Tensile test measurements

All tensile tests were carried out with a Tinius Olsen 5ST, with a 5 kN load

cell and an extension rate of 50 mm per minute, using the bundled laser

extensometer. The extensometer required reflective stickers to be applied

to the tested parts to track true strain. Mechanical testing of parts occurred

five days after being produced due to the availability of the tensile testing

equipment.

5.2.7 Data management

An important consideration when manipulating the produced data was

the amount of data produced per build. A typical full build with 666 layers was

found to create about 500 GB of image data alone. It is clear that long term

use of such a system would require efficient data storage techniques with

only the most relevant in-process data stored long-term. The raw images

would likely be discarded once processed, although an average illumination

image for each stroke could be kept for visual inspection after the build. If

the phase unwrapping was shown to be robust over a wide range of builds,

the wrapped and unwrapped phase maps could also be discarded, leaving

just the point clouds for each stroke. This would reduce the stored raw

data to 390 GB per build, which could still be an issue with frequent builds

or multiple PBF systems with in-process monitoring. Therefore, long term

use of the in-process monitoring system would require careful planning for

the infrastructure needed for the storage, backup and distribution of the

collected data.
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5.2.8 System calibration

A rigorous setup procedure was followed to ensure the camera and pro-

jector were in the optimum positions and correctly focused before calibration

occurred. First, the projected region was centred and levelled, with the focus

adjusted to be across the centre of the build area. If the projector was per-

pendicular to the powder bed, it could be used to project a focusing pattern

to confirm the camera focus. However, since the projector was not in focus

across the whole powder bed due to the angled projection as explained

in Section 5.1.1, a pattern had to be printed onto the powder bed to aid

focusing.

Calibration was performed using a method similar to that outlined in

Zhang [162]. A chequerboard reference target was imaged in multiple ori-

entations to allow for the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of both camera

and projector to be determined. The extrinsic parameters describe the pose

and position of the imaging system, whilst the intrinsic parameters describe

the characteristics of the imaging systems. The intrinsic parameters de-

scribed a pinhole model of both camera and projector, as well as image

distortion models for both. The image distortion models used were [210].

The chequerboard used was a precision manufactured ceramic plate with

square sizes of 20 mm. One minor modification of standard chequerboard

calibration procedure was to use the centres of the white squares for phase

map data, not corners. This was because the dark regions of the chequer-

board had unacceptably high levels of noise. Therefore, when the stereo

camera calibration was performed, the calibration points were the centres

of the white squares instead of the normal intersection points. To ensure

a robust calibration, the target was imaged in a wide range of positions.

The wide range of calibration target positions led to large number of erro-

neous phase jumps, so linear interpolation was used to correct erroneously

unwrapped calibration points. Calibration can be evaluated by reprojecting
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the best-fitted location of the calibration chequerboard poses back into the

camera and projector’s pixel-space. The difference between the measured

chequerboard centre location and the reprojected centre is a measure of

both the accuracy of the measuremnt system and the sucess of calibration.

Calibration results had pixel reprojection errors that corresponded to point

measurement uncertainty of approximately 20 µm. This is well within the

requirements for powder-scale measurements.

It should be noted that this calibration approach is almost identical to

that commonly used for stereo camera pairs, except the projector’s co-

ordinates used are the horizontal and vertical phase (which are an indirect

measure of the projector’s pixel co-ordinates). Once calibration was com-

pleted, unwrapped phase data could be converted into calibrated real-world

co-ordinates using Equation (5.1). The derivation is covered by Zhang [162].


x

y

z

 =


hc11 − uchc31 hc12 − uchc32 hc13 − uchc33

hc21 − vchc31 hc22 − vchc32 hc23 − vchc33

hp11 − uphp31 hp12 − uphp32 hp13 − uphp33


−1 

uchc34 − hc14

vchc34 − hc24

uphc34 − hp14

 (5.1)

where x,y,z are the Cartesian co-ordinate outputs of the equation, hcmn

is an element of the camera parameter matrix, hpmn is an element of the

projector parameter matrix, (uc, vc) are the camera pixel co-ordinates of the

feature in question and up is the projector’s co-ordinate that is parallel to the

projected fringe patterns.

5.3 Results

In general, the fringe projection data collected was noisy with significant

issues, hampering conversion into point clouds. Extensive processing was
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attempted to reduce the impact of this noise and retrieve unwrapped and ’de-

noised’ point clouds. This was unsuccessful, but whilst the custom designed

fringe projection monitoring system did not produce good quality point

cloud data, the data collection process was validated and sources of future

improvements identified.

5.3.1 Calibration

The calibration of the system was achieved by calibrating the camera and

projector separately and then estimating their relative poses and translations.

The linear interpolation post-processing of the fringe projection data, see

Figures 5.6 and 5.7, increased the number of poses that could be used

for projector calibration. This enabled the calibration optimisation algorithm

to process more of the poses and therefore produce a more accurate

result. The extrinsic estimations for both camera and projector are seen in
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Figure 5.6. Horizontal phase for calibration pose 24. Data was collected with
sinusoidal fringes and 24 phase steps. The colour corresponds to phase.
The centres of the white squares on the chequerboard are numbered to aid
comparison between this figure and Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7. Co-ordinates for the centres of the white squares on the chequer-
board, including interpolated results. The red crosses are the unaltered
phase values as measured from Figure 5.6 and the corresponding vertical
phase map. Green crosses in black circles are points which have been lin-
early interpolated to correct for erroneous phase values. Areas with both a
red cross and a green cross are points where linear interpolation suggested
a similar phase value so the original measurement was used.
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Section 5.3.1. It is clear to see the more limited range of poses that were

suitable to use for projector calibration. The reprojection errors across all

poses used for both camera and projector can be seen in Section 5.3.1. The

reprojection errors are higher than desirable for the projector, but they are

good for the camera.

(a) Visualisation of the reference tar-
get positions relative to the camera.

(b) Visualisation of the reference tar-
get positions relative to the projector.

Figure 5.8. Estimation of extrinsics for calibration. The numbering for both
figures is not equivalent because not all usable camera images could be
processed successfully for projector calibration. The projector is incorrectly
displayed as rotated away from the calibration board poses.

(a) Camera reprojection errors per
pose after calibration.

(b) Projector reprojection errors per
pose after calibration.

Figure 5.9. Root mean squared reprojection error per pose after calibration.
The reprojection errors for the projector are significantly higher those for the
camera. Sub-pixel reprojection errors should be achievable for most imaging
and projection.

5.3.2 High speed sintering build

The thermal measurements collected during the HSS build showed un-

stable thermal control, with cyclical application of high levels of heating
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followed by no heating applied at all. This rapidly varying thermal envir-

onment could impair mechanical properties of produced parts because of

the varying thermal environment for consolidation. Figure 5.10 shows the

infrared image of the powder bed after the sintering stroke on layer 39 of

the build. All the infrared images show a darker region in the top left of the

images, indicating that the back left of the build was the coldest part of the

powder bed throughout the build. No hot spots were observed, which would

be an indication of poor processing parameters.

Figure 5.10. Infrared image of the powder bed after the sintering stroke on
layer 39 of the build, the 18th layer of the first set of parts. The small dark
region near the front is an agglomeration of cold powder that fell off the
powder spreading mechanism during the sintering stroke.

5.3.3 Produced parts

All the tensile test specimens produced were destructively tested. The

variation in the density-artefact calculated densities can be seen in Fig-

ure 5.11. Whilst the variation in density is small, the trend of higher densities

for higher droplet volume coverage is expected because more deposited
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ink should increase the consolidation of the part. The variation between

repeats does not seem to follow a trend. The variation in the density-artefact

calculated porosities can be seen inFigure 5.12. The first two stacks have

higher porosities than any other stacks, which is expected because there

is minimal residual heat in the powder bed during the first layer of parts

in polymer PDF. Taking the rest of the stacks, the porosities halve as the

droplet volume triples to go from the minimum droplet volume coverage

to the expected optimum droplet volume coverage. As the droplet volume

increases further, the porosity increases again potentially as the parts over-

sinter. The relationship between drop volume coverage and mechanical

properties is shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. The differences between the

two tensile test specimen positions are also indicated. Four specimens were

built with the same droplet volume coverage of 6000 pL mm−2. The variation

between the four pairs of 6000 pL mm−2 specimens built shows the large

amounts of variation possible throughout a polymer PBF build. The first pair

weighed less, had a lower ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and had a lower

elongation at break (EaB). The second pair improved on the first pair for

all these properties but did not reach the increased performance seen in

the third and fourth pairs of specimens. As expected, this shows that the

local thermal environment, especially radiant heat from consolidated parts

cooling down, has a large impact on part mechanical performance of a part.

The UTSs of the tensile test specimens, see Figure 5.13, built at the front of

the build chamber are consistently less than of their counterparts built at the

back of the powder bed, indicating different powder bed thermal environment

for the parts. The EaB of the specimens follows a similar trend though it is

less consistent. Taken all together, the graphs suggest that the optimum

droplet volume coverage is between 4500 pL mm−2 and 6000 pL mm−2.
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5.3.4 XCT measurements

XCT measurement were taken of all twelve density-artefacts, but unfore-

seen circumstances meant that only their densities and porosities could

be calculated. It should be noted that XCT measurements of porosity and

density are reliant on determining the location of pores, surface and ignor-

ing scanning artefacts. Therefore, whilst the relative densities and porosity

trends are likely to be correct, their absolute values might not be. XCT

measurements did reveal low concentrations of particles of a higher dens-

ity distributed evenly inside parts. This is likely an additive to improve the

processability of the polymer powder.
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Figure 5.11. Variation of density-artefact density with respect to droplet
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5.3.5 Images captured

The images were captured and then the phase was calculated from the

multiple phase shift images. Selected steps in this process can be seen

in Section 5.3.5. There were some fringe images that contained incorrect

patterns, see Section 5.3.5, however this was infrequent and did not appear

to be the cause of the phase noise issues for all layers because the phase

noise appeared equally bad in images where no pattern display issues had

occurred. The in-process data captured required significant post-processing

to attempt phase unwrapping. There were some portions of the image

that were over exposed, and the low frequency fringe images had higher

apparent noise than the high frequency images as expected [163]. Fourier

transforms of the powder bed images were performed, to better visualise

the information in the images as well as to check for issues with gamma

calibration. The sintered layer images, as well as powder bed images, were

excluded from analysis because the sudden intensity changes around the

sintered regions would mask spectral features related to the quality of the

optical path (the projected fringes reflecting off the powder bed and onto the

imaging sensor).

The projected fringes have a clear structure with maximum variation in a

direction close to horizontal across the image. This is seen as a bright spot

in the frequency (absolute) component of the Fourier transform, distinct from

the DC peak. The first harmonic of the fringe appears at twice the distance

from the DC peak in the same direction, with further harmonics continuing

as shown in Figure 5.17 a) and d). Image processing techniques were used

to enhance the contrast of the log-scaled absolute of the Fourier transform

of the images. Thresholding and blob detection then identified the DC peak,

the peak due to the fringes, and then to threshold out the central DC peak,

the peak due to the fringes and the harmonics along the ‘line’. Filters for

removing the harmonic peaks were constructed by convolving the binary
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(a) Image captured on sinter stroke of the second layer of stack
7. The row of the image marked is used for the subsequent
parts of this figure.

(b) Pixel intensity across the front
tensile test specimen. Significant por-
tions of the image are over exposed.

(c) Wrapped phase for the same row
as above.

Figure 5.15. An overview of the image capture process
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(a) First phase shift high frequency fringe image from layer 1. The high fre-
quency fringe pattern is modulated by the low frequency fringe pattern.

(b) First phase shift high frequency fringe image from layer 22. The image is
overexposed, but the layer before was correctly exposed.

(c) First phase shift low frequency fringe image from layer 647

Figure 5.16. Fringe pattern projection errors observed on sinter strokes.
Almost all observed pattern projection errors were seen on the first phase
shift of a pattern.
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masks with a Hann window to prevent ringing caused by sharp transitions in

the filter. Therefore, the projected fringes could be given a bandpass filter for

just the fringes (for improved number theory unwrapping), as well as filtering

out the contribution of the harmonic peaks (which could be safely assumed

to be an artefact related to the fringes because of the harmonic sequence

of peaks). Powder stroke images had a more complete image of the powder

bed surface with better signal to noise characteristics, see Figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17. Fourier space filtering of a captured fringe image for the first
powder stroke of stack 7. a) The log-scaled absolute component of the
Fourier transform of the fringe image, zoomed into the central region. All
images have had the DC peaks shifted to the centre of the image and share
the same axes limits. All axis labels are pixel co-ordinates for the images.
b) Phase component of the transform of the fringe image. c) Constructed
Fourier-space filter to extract the contribution of the fringe’s harmonic peaks
to the image. d) The log-scaled absolute component of the Fourier transform
of the Fourier-space filtered fringe image. e) Constructed Fourier-space filter
to extra only the information from the fringes. f) The log-scaled absolute
component of the Fourier transform of the Fourier-space fringe-only filtered
fringe image. The Fourier transforms shown are for one phase shifted image,
but results are representative.
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5.3.6 Quality of phase data

There were multiple issues with the phase data produced by the measure-

ment system. Even though single rows of phase data could be unwrapped

successfully with the Itoh method, there was underlying phase noise that

was significantly larger than any underlying phase variation due to changes

in height on the powder bed, see Figure 5.18. The source of the high har-

monic noise in the images is unclear and the Fourier filtering required to

remove the unwanted frequencies would compromise the height measure-

ments derived from such filtered data.

The general curve seen in the phase difference plots in Figure 5.18 was

also seen in phase data of a flat chequerboard target laid down on the build

chamber bed. This indicates that the distortion parameters of the projector

were not well constrained during calibration. The first distortion parameter in

the Brown model [210] is a quadratic term and accounts for the majority of

the distortion in the image so it is likely that the first parameter was poorly

optimised for.

5.3.7 Phase unwrapping results

Figure 5.19 shows the technique of number theory phase unwrapping

as applied to the phase derived from filtered images. Whilst only using the

’fringe-only’ filtered images removed the high frequency noise in the phase,

it did not prevent issues with number theory unwrapping. Whilst the plateaus

of LUT values were mostly straight, they did not have constant value and

that combined with offsets from their correct values led to unwrapping

errors. For comparison, the unfiltered phase equivalent can be seen in

Figure 5.21. Figure 2.12 shows the idealised version of LUT values with level

steps at each new novel combination of high frequency and low frequency

phases. Because of the high phase noise seen in Figure 5.21, an error
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(a) Difference in phase between the Itoh unwrapped phase for the featured row and
a straight line of equal inclination. Spatial period of oscillation was approximately
30 pixels, whereas a high frequency fringe period was approximately 200 pixels.

(b) Same data as Figure 5.18a, after the removal of all the pixels where at least
one of the high frequency phase shifts was over saturated for the pixel.

Figure 5.18. Underlying phase noise in captured data. Data is from the
same row as highlighted in Section 5.3.5.
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correcting algorithm was tested, but it produced worse unwrapped phase

maps. The error correction technique recognised the planar nature of the

surface, and that the fringe orders are mostly monotonic in the direction

of the fringes. Therefore, of the multiple LUT solutions that fit the noisy

data there could be an unambiguous unique solution that minimises large

jumps in fringe order between neighbouring regions. Unfortunately, even

when region analysis is performed to label each unique plateau, the level

of phase noise is too high. The effect of the high phase noise is to make

erroneous LUT solutions appear to fit the data as equally well as the correct

unwrapping answer. It is possible that further analysis could be implemented

to extract some meaningful point clouds from the data. However, it would

require local (spatial) unwrapping analysis and the high proportion of over

exposed data would make this challenging. Also, the high levels of phase

noise demonstrated in Figure 5.18a mean that removing phase noise at the

demonstrated frequencies is likely to strip away information contained in the

images. Therefore the data is not suitable for either long scale or short scale

analysis.

Figure 5.22 shows the masked image of the number theory LUT values.

The masking was calculated by finding all pixels where at least one fringe

pattern intensity was within 4 intensity levels of the maximum possible

unsigned 10-bit number (1024). The Fourier filtered images were checked

by calculating a one dimensional Fourier transform of a row from near the

middle of the image. The comparison of spectra before and after filtering can

be seen in Figure 5.23, with a significant reduction in the first and largest

harmonic peak seen.
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Figure 5.19. Number theory phase unwrapping with experimental data,
filtered in Fourier-space. Each plateau should be of a constant value, ideally
centred around the exact integer value in the LUT.

Figure 5.20. Image of number theory phase unwrapping with experimental
data, filtered in Fourier-space. Whilst there are regions where number
theory phase unwrapping is successful (regions of similar colour), this is not
consistent across the powder bed.
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Figure 5.21. Number theory phase unwrapping with experimental data, not
filtered in Fourier-space. This data is from the powder stroke of the same
layer as .The phase noise.

Figure 5.22. Image of number theory phase unwrapping with experimental
data, not filtered in Fourier-space. The regions .
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Figure 5.23. Fourier spectral comparison before and after frequency space
filtering. The first harmonic peak at approximately 0.01 cycles per pixel
is effectively suppressed by the frequency space filtering of the captured
images. This data is from the powder spreading stroke of layer 343 of the
build, which was the first layer of stack 7.
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5.3.8 Point cloud measurements

When the phase maps were converted into point clouds, they had an

average point spacing on the powder bed of 30 µm ± 19 µm, with k = 1

coverage. Point cloud measurements are not presented because the phase

unwrapping was not successful, and there were several issues with phase

noise obscuring the underlying data from the powder bed surface.

5.4 Discussion

Ultimately, the lack of opportunity to design the phase encoding approach

around the experimental data led to poor quality data that could not be used

to calculate process signatures. However, HSS has been shown to be a

viable candidate for fringe projection in-process monitoring and insights into

process specific challenges have been gained.

5.4.1 Calibration

The difficulty in obtaining the calibration for the system was partly due

to the poor depth of focus across the build chamber. Without a change of

monitoring viewpoint, it is possible that a more bespoke calibration routine

is needed for the fringe projection monitoring system. The 24 phase step

sinusoidal fringe projection methods used did not eliminate erroneous phase

jumps in the calibration data collection. There was a remaining radially

symmetric distortion in the point clouds of the powder bed suggesting

poorly fitted calibration. This is likely a poorly calibrated k1 term since it

is a quadratic radial distortion term. This would be improved with a larger

depth of focus, less noisy chequerboard data, and, perhaps, a calibration

using the powder bed build base as a precision lead screw in one direction.
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The calibration was hampered by the mismatched fields of view of the

camera and projector. The camera only viewed the central portion of the

projector’s field of view giving poor constraints for the calibration optimisation

process. If the field of views of both camera and projector could be better

matched it might lead to a more accurate calibration, which would support

more accurate measurements. A future improvement could be to calibrate

the camera separately through a greater field of view. Then the camera’s

calibrated parameters could be fixed before repeating calibration for the

whole system solving for the projector’s calibration parameters and the

relative poses of the two systems.

Despite the difficulty in obtaining a calibration, the produced point cloud

was correctly scaled and orientated. Another possible improvement to the

calibration routine would use the powder bed to translate the calibration

artefact into a wider range of positions, providing a dense sampling of

calibration object poses throughout the measurement volume. However, this

would significantly increase the processing and memory requirements for

calculating the camera and projector intrinsic and extrinsic matrices. It is also

possible that the extra measurements required to increase the calibration

robustness would fall far away from the plane of focus. This would make

fringe projections measurements difficult and more likely to have errors in

unwrapping, reducing the effectiveness of the calibration procedure.

5.4.2 Fringe pattern errors

A significant number of layers had at least one partial pattern error due to

either a projection error or over saturation. The over saturation was possibly

due to the projector’s light source varying in intensity during the course

of the build. It was not observed during calibration or overnight tests so

it is unclear why the brightness of the bulb varied so significantly during
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measurements. Because the projection errors are clearly visible in images

taken with a 0.5 s exposure, it suggests the image being supplied to the

projector was at fault. This is because the DLP projector’s native refresh

rate was 120 Hz and the supplied video signal from the Raspberry Pi was

60 Hz, meaning a 0.5 s exposure was taken over tens of projector refresh

cycles. Therefore any initial refresh issues would cause small illumination

variations due to the long exposure of the camera.

5.4.3 Fringe projection challenges

A main limiting factor for the fringe projection measurements was the

noise in the calculated, wrapped, phase maps. This was caused by having

small numbers of phase shifts for the data collection and having a small

aperture limiting the amount of light entering the camera. This meant the

unwrapping algorithm was unable to correctly unwrap the phase maps. It is

clear that a monitoring system such as the one demonstrated requires an

iterative approach to selecting the best phase encoding scheme because

it is very difficult to predict phase noise levels without taking real-world

measurements.

Despite the tilt lens being used on the camera, only a thin strip of the

front tensile test specimen was fully in focus across the powder bed. This

had the effect of reducing the resolution of the measurement system away

from the horizontal strip of focus. A smaller sensor size, a smaller aperture

or a shorter focal length could improve the depth of focus but they would

respectively increase phase noise (or reduce the number of pixels), reduce

the incoming light (increasing phase noise) or reduce the usable region of

the images captured. Given the numerous other issues with the collected

data, this improvement would not be relevant until the data collected had

fewer phase artefacts.
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5.4.4 Variation within the HSS build

It is common for the bottom layers of a polymer PBF to include sacri-

ficial parts [16]. The mechanical results from the first pair of tensile test

specimens demonstrate why this is needed, see Figure 5.13. The first parts

built are likely to experience a colder powder bed when consolidating since

there is no residual heat from previously consolidated parts below them.

Drop due to consolidation would be a good candidate for detecting such

issues in-process. However, the dark, and therefore cold, region seen in Fig-

ure 5.10 does not explain the consistently worse mechanical performance of

tensile test specimens built towards the front of the build chamber. Further

investigation would be required to confirm if a thermal gradient between the

front and back of the build bed was the cause of the improved mechanical

properties at the back of the build chamber.

The infrared images also show cold powder dropped from the powder

spreading system during sintering. Occasionally this cold powder would fall

on the consolidated region, a potential cause of porosity in the final part.

However, the apparently random additions of cold powder to the consolid-

ated regions did not seem to strongly influence the mechanical properties.

This could be because the cold powder was dropped after consolidation

had finished, making minimal difference to the spreading of the next layer of

powder and subsequent consolidation.

5.4.5 Future improvements

Monitoring the powder bed from above would be the most obvious and

possibly simplest improvement. Although this would require a different PBF

system, a bespoke system with the fringe projector and camera designed

into the system would eliminate many of the difficulties of data collection

and post-processing encountered in this study. Another benefit would be to
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reduce vibrations caused by the acceleration and deceleration of the powder

recoating mechanism.

The presented in-process measurements would benefit from: a stronger

signal; a brighter projector with greater contrast combined with a camera with

higher sensitivity to incoming light; lower noise, reduced stray light and fewer

specular surfaces close to the measured surfaces. These improvements

would reduce the phase noise in the phase maps, leading to fewer errors in

phase unwrapping. A projector designed for metrology applications would

also reduce potential sources of phase noise, instead of a consumer grade

projector. This would also reduce the drift in brightness of the projected

patterns, as well as improve the ability to load patterns and synchronise their

projection with the camera taking images. A selection of phase encoding

schemes could also be trialled, along with improving a priori information that

can be used during phase unwrapping to reduce ambiguity.

Assuming the issues regarding optical access and the quality of collected

data can be overcome with a bespoke system, there remain the problems

associated with the speed of data processing and large volumes of data to

be collected and then generated during analysis. With further development, it

is expected that GPU acceleration could enable both point cloud generation

and analysis. If in-process analysis was achieved, then communication

between the monitoring system and the polymer PBF system would allow

for closed loop in-process control and therefore a much greater impact on

the manufacturing process. If speed of process feedback is most important,

a less capable phase unwrapping technique such as Fourier unwrapping

could be used [211, 212]. This could provide information on powder bed

surface irregularities, but the lack of absolute reference height would mean

that some process signatures such as drop due to consolidation might not

be measureable. However, simpler process signatures such as detecting

debris might be better measured with techniques such as camera based
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differential lighting and machine learning processing.

With further development, the presented system is capable of high speed

measurements of the consolidated regions of the powder bed and therefore

their rates of consolidation. This could inform the selection of optimum pro-

cessing parameters as well as providing the first in-process measurements

of the rate of polymer powder consolidation since Steinberger et al. [40]. The

camera used can capture at higher frame rates if the region of interest is

smaller than the full resolution of 5120 px × 5120 px. If captured at a colour

depth of 10 bits, a 200 px × 200 px region of interest (6 mm × 6 mm area

on the powder bed) can be captured at a maximum rate of 58.3 frames per

second. This rises to 115.1 frames per second if only 8 bit colour depth is

used. Whilst the projector has a native frame rate of 120 frames per second,

the brightness of the projected image on the powder bed would have to be

increased significantly for the shorter exposure times needed for high speed

capture.

5.5 Conclusion

HSS presents unique challenges for powder bed monitoring because of

the high contrast between the consolidated regions and the surrounding

powder bed. Fringe projection has been shown to be an in-process mon-

itoring technique capable of detecting both defects and process status in

laser PBF. However, the dark consolidated regions of HSS provide difficult

measurement conditions for attempting to replicate the success of fringe

projection in LS. Fringe projection provides the possibility of high quality

measurements of the in-process geometry of the polymer powder bed that

is unlikely to be significantly improved upon by a different technique. This

is because coaxial monitoring is not possible in HSS, due to the lack of

a scanning energy beam. A HSS system with fringe projection in-process
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monitoring equipment built into its design would solve many of the problems

described in this chapter, and would bring in-process monitoring of HSS

closer to a commercial reality.
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Chapter 6

General discussion and

Conclusion

6.1 General discussion

In-process fringe projection measurements of the polymer PBF powder

bed have provided insights into the polymer consolidation process. This

shows that the measurement technique has the potential for further integ-

ration into polymer PBF, and suggestions for future work have been made.

The combined results of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 provide several insights

and indicate the direction of future work.

The fact that the evolution of drop due to consolidation did not fit the

expected geometric series proposed by Zhang et al. [106], see section 4.2.2,

shows that the full melting assumption of metal PBF might not hold in all

polymer PBF situations. Computer simulations could be used to explore

which properties of the polymer melt control the evolution of drop due

to consolidation. For example, it is possible that the boundary between

consolidated and unconsolidated powder is gradual enough to break the

assumption that all layers consolidate equally, made by the model of Zhang
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et al. Simulations could predict the presence of such gradual boundaries,

and their impact on the measured drop due to consolidation.

The observation of heaping of powder at the edges of parts before

hatched consolidation, shows the effects that previously consolidated ma-

terial can have on the layer being processed. Because the border scan

consolidation had occurred before the powder bed surface had been meas-

ured it is unclear what the exact mechanisms that drove the heaping were.

Understanding these interactions is very important because even small

cumulative interactions can have large impacts over builds with thousands

of layers.

The infrared images of the powder bed in Chapter 5 demonstrate the

need for thermal monitoring to be part of any in-process monitoring of the

polymer PBF process because they contained information that was not

possible to collect with a surface form measurement. The positioning of the

part towards the right hand side of the build area was to avoid curling build

failures caused by the powder bed being too cold towards the left hand edge

of the build chamber. This colder region could be seen in the uncalibrated

infrared images. Whilst fringe projection, or another geometrical monitoring

technique, can detect process errors caused by such temperature issues,

they cannot directly monitor the cause of such process issues.

Comparisons of HSS and polymer laser PBF have previously been con-

strained to mechanical properties of parts produced [75]. Unfortunately, the

results of Chapter 5 cannot be compared to those in Chapter 4, because

of the phase unwrapping errors when processing data collected from the

HSS system. The main cause of the phase unwrapping errors was high

levels of noise in the calculated phase maps, the source of which is un-

known. However, fringe projection has been shown to be a candidate for

such comparative investigations between related processes in the future.

Both in-process measurement solutions did not interrupt the process for
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measurements and the results in Chapter 4 showed the detection of a

failure before it happened. A comparison of the fidelity of part geometries

produced could identify if the very different heating mechanisms translate

into different accuracies. Going beyond current performances, it is clear that

increased in-process monitoring and eventually in-process control will be

incorporated into PBF systems, and fringe projection is a clear candidate for

such integrations. A direct measure of drop due to consolidation is the only

measurement quantity described in literature than can measure the process

signatures needed to compensate for excess z dimension consolidation.

Fringe projection can be used to measure this drop due to consolidation

and it can also detect in-plane consolidation errors that require correcting.

This dynamic correction of process variability is especially important as

both polymer and metal PBF are increasingly used for production runs of

end-use parts. With further improvements (see section 6.1.1), in-process

fringe projection measurements of the polymer PBF powder bed could

provide a unique ability to probe the fundamental dynamics of polymer PBF

in real-world processing conditions.

The greatest challenge faced when performing the in-process measure-

ments of polymer PBF powder beds was data processing and analysis.

Not only does it take significant computing power to process point clouds

from the many layers in a typical polymer PBF build, the data produced can

require large amounts of storage space. For example, one fully monitored

build (as described in Chapter 5) produced 500 GB of images, 100 GB of

point cloud data and approximately 2 TB of intermediate data. This does

not include the in-process thermal images and the temperature monitoring

information for the system that were collected separately by the PBF system.

The Nub3D used a 1.5 Mpixel camera to produce point clouds with 300 000

points. Despite this the processing times and storage requirements were

still significant. A partial solution to the large volumes of data could be to
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segment the captured images to only process pixels that belong to the

build region of the powder. To reduce the data processed further, it would

be possible to use a-priori information, of where the powder bed will be

consolidated on every layer, to only measure the heights of the consolidated

regions. This would require the detecting of powder spreading defects to be

of low priority since the the powder bed surface would not be measured in

such a situation. Long term storage of the data produced, or more likely the

analysis of the data, is desirable for long term trend analysis as well as for

part quality certification purposes. Minimising the economic impact of such

storage is a high priority for future integration of in-process monitoring into

industrial polymer PBF.

There are many in-process monitoring techniques that have been demon-

strated in PBF, and their varying data outputs are unlikely to be as easy

to compare and contrast as the more common surface metrology tech-

niques such as CSI or FV [213, 214]. Therefore, high resolution geomet-

ric in-process monitoring of the powder bed surface could provide a vital

reference measurement for other in-process monitoring techniques. An al-

ternative to a reference measurement would be a standardised reference

artefact that could be measured ex-situ with techniques such as CSI. Such

an artefact has not been described in literature, and the need for a powder

bed analogue to be included would complicate the design and construction.

6.1.1 Future research

The analysis of the in-process monitoring data has shown it is possible to

probe the polymer consolidation dynamics as well as providing information

for in-process control.

Further investigation of the polymer consolidation dynamics would re-

quire a brighter projector to enable higher speed data capture, possibly up
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to tens of frames per second. Investigations enabled by such measurements

would include the variation in consolidation between different polymers, the

influence of the rate of energy delivery on consolidation and the effect of con-

solidation using multiple exposures. To the best of the author’s knowledge,

such measurements would be the first since Steinberger et al.’s report in

1999 [40]. Combining in-process and post-process measurements would

enable correlation studies such as those by Thompson et al. [215].

Making the presented fringe projection techniques suitable for real-time

in-process monitoring and in-process control would require substantial in-

creases in processing speed and acquisition rate. GPU processing could

be applied to temporal phase unwrapping techniques, but high resolution

imaging such as in Chapter 5 could still overwhelm modern hardware. It is

expected that significant processing optimisation would also be required

to improve the data processing rate. If the desired pitch of measurements

on the powder bed was as low as the Nub3D configuration presented in

Chapter 4, significant processing speed improvements could be realised.

Reducing the amount of data collected would have a large effect throughout

the whole chain of data processing and analysis. This could be achieved

by only processing pixels in the images that correspond to the region of the

powder bed that can be built in. A more complex data reduction strategy

could be to only process the areas in the image that contain consolidated

powder. Beyond reducing the amount of data needing to be processed,

high performance computing hardware could also improve some of the

processing times.

Designing an fringe projection data collection procedure optimised for

in-process monitoring is essential for obtaining the most valuable in-process

insights possible. Not only do the hardware and optics require tailoring to

the measurement situation, the fringe projection analysis has to be robust

to the levels of phase noise produced by the system whilst also collecting
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and processing the data fast enough. Real-time data analysis of the powder

bed point clouds has not been demonstrated, and it is expected that this will

become a research priority as high bandwidth in-process monitoring systems

are increasingly integrated into industrial PBF systems [105]. Progress in

high speed point cloud analysis will also benefit post-process measurement

systems, which are already commonly used. The high contrast seen in

the HSS powder bed was an example of the variations between different

PBF systems that could require radically different monitoring solutions to

obtain suitable fringe projection data from the process. It is also likely that

the most detailed insights into a process might not be required for all PBF

fusion systems, so lower resolution and cheaper measurement systems

could be developed for wider deployment as warning systems of build failure.

In contrast a high resolution monitoring system would likely be utilised on

systems processing new or difficult to process materials.

The greatest utility of in-process monitoring with fringe projection would

be to provide real-time feedback on process state. This would allow for

the development of in-process control system with a deep level of process

awareness. If a control algorithm had process maps such as Figure 4.5

and Figure 4.6 anticipatory algorithm modifications to process parameters

could be made to optimise processing outcomes based on process state

information. Another potential application of real-time feedback would be

for automated process mapping. This would consist of many coupon builds

being built and and managed by a system’s in-process control routine.

If a coupon’s process signatures indicated it was going to fail, or would

complete but with insufficient part properties, the build of that coupon could

be cancelled and a new coupon with more favourable processing parameters.

In this way, the routine could determine a process map much faster than an

experienced machine user and it could be quickly established for any new

material, which is a significant investment of time if testing and developing
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new materials for a system. Finally, this process insight is not limited to

treating a whole part as one monolithic set of process parameters. High

quality in-process monitoring allows for the detection of the process state

in different regions of a part, such as a thin wall section compared to a

large fully dense region. This increases the design freedom for producing

additively manufactured parts, whilst potentially improving the performance

of existing designs being produced. Whilst a technique similar to this has

been demonstrated with thermal imaging [96], modifications were applied to

layers as a whole and did not tailor processing parameters to each regions

of a part.

Given the recent descriptions of polymer projection PBF [75, 95], it could

be possible to develop a polymer PBF system that both consolidated and

monitored with the same energy source. Because of the early development

stage of both processes, it is unlikely to be feasible in the short term. How-

ever, there would be unique processing and control strategies enabled by

such a system. For example, during consolidation, the system could continue

energy delivery until the desired drop due to consolidation is measured.

For all the reasons outlined in this section, in-process monitoring of PBF

with fringe projection could have significant economic benefits. Reduced

build failures, optimised build parameters and increased dimensional control

of parts are just some of the potential benefits of successful integration of a

system in a commercial PBF system. With PBF increasingly being used for

wider applications it is clear that in-process monitoring, especially the high

resolution powder bed monitoring demonstrated here, has the potential to

significantly improve the economic case for PBF production even for large

batch production of parts.
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6.2 Conclusion

• In-process monitoring of the geometry of the polymer powder bed

has been shown to quantify the progress of consolidation through

measuring the drop due to consolidation;

• In-process monitoring of the geometry of the polymer powder bed has

been shown to predict the occurrence of future process issues, by

detecting when the maximum height above the powder bed increases

above acceptable levels;

• The fringe projection measurements of process state are suitable for

input into in-process control because of the large magnitude changes

when the process state becomes undesirable and the measurements

do not have to interrupt the process to measure it;

• In-process signatures were resolved with enough detail to identify

some process failures before they happened;

• Real-time fringe projection measurements and analysis would require

significant improvements in the speed of data processing, the calib-

ration routine, and potentially the speed of acquisition. This would

improve the suitability of fringe projection for industrial in-process

monitoring of polymer PBF.
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